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KKP   Knight, Kavanagh and Page 
LDF   Local Development Framework 
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PART 1: INTRODUCTION 
 
This is the Open Space Assessment Report prepared by Knight Kavanagh & Page (KKP) 
for Arun District Council (ADC). It focuses on reporting the findings of the research, 
consultation, site assessments, data analysis and GIS mapping that underpin the open 
space study.   
 
The Assessment Report provides detail with regard to what provision exists in the area, 
its condition, distribution and overall quality. It considers the demand for provision based 
upon population distribution and consultation findings. The Standards Report (to follow 
the assessment report) will give direction on the future requirements for provision of 
accessible, high quality and sustainable open spaces. 
 
In order for planning policies to be ‘sound’ local authorities are required to carry out a 
robust assessment of need for open space, sport and recreation facilities. We advocate 
that the methodology to undertake such assessments should still be informed by best 
practice including the Planning Policy Guidance 17 (PPG17) Companion Guidance; 
Assessing Needs and Opportunities’ published in September 2002. 
 
Although PPG17 has now been replaced by the National Planning Policy Framework, 
(NPPF), assessment of open space facilities is still normally carried out in accordance 
with the Companion Guidance as it remains the only national advice on the conduct of an 
open space assessment. It also still reflects the Government policy objectives for open 
space, sport and recreation, as set out in PPG17. The long-term outcomes aim to deliver: 
 
 Networks of accessible, high quality open spaces and sport and recreation facilities, 

in both urban and rural areas, which meet the needs of residents and visitors that are 
fit for purpose and economically and environmentally sustainable. 

 An appropriate balance between new, and the enhancement of existing, provision. 
 Clarity and reasonable certainty for developers and landowners in relation to the 

requirements and expectations of local planning authorities in respect of open space 
and sport and recreation provision. 

 
In accordance with best practice recommendations a size threshold of 0.2 hectares has 
been applied to the inclusion of some typologies within the study. This means that, in 
general, sites that fall below this threshold are not audited. The table overleaf details the 
open space typologies included within the study: 
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Table 1.1: Open space typology definitions 
 
 Typology Primary purpose 

G
re

e
n

s
p

a
c
e

s
 

Parks and gardens Accessible, high quality opportunities for informal 
recreation and community events. 

Natural and semi-natural 
greenspaces 

Wildlife conservation, biodiversity and environmental 
education and awareness. Includes urban woodland 
and beaches, where appropriate. 

Amenity greenspace Opportunities for informal activities close to home or 
work or enhancement of the appearance of residential 
or other areas. 

Provision for children and 
young people 

Areas designed primarily for play and social interaction 
involving children and young people, such as equipped 
play areas, MUGAs, skateboard areas and teenage 
shelters. 

Allotments Opportunities for those people who wish to do so to 
grow their own produce as part of the long term 
promotion of sustainability, health and social inclusion. 

Green corridors Walking, cycling or horse riding, whether for leisure 
purposes or travel, and opportunities for wildlife 
migration. 

Cemeteries, disused 
churchyards and other burial 
grounds 

Quiet contemplation and burial of the dead, often 
linked to the promotion of wildlife conservation and 
biodiversity. 

C
iv

ic
 

s
p

a
c
e

s
 Civic and market squares and 

other hard surfaced areas 
designed for pedestrians 

Providing a setting for civic buidings, public 
demonstrations and community events. 

 
1.1 Report structure 
 
Open spaces 
 
This report considers the supply and demand issues for open space provision across 
Arun. Each part contains relevant typology specific data. Further description of the 
methodology used can be found in Part 2. The report as a whole covers the predominant 
issues for all open spaces originally defined in ‘Assessing Needs and Opportunities: A 
Companion Guide to PPG17’; it is structured as follows: 
 
Part 1:  Introduction 
Part 2:  Methodology 
Part 3:  General open space summary 
Part 4:  Parks and gardens 
Part 5:  Natural/ semi-natural greenspace 
Part 6:  Amenity greenspace 

Part 7:  Provision for children and young 
people 
Part 8:  Allotments 
Part 9:  Cemeteries/churchyards 
Part 10: Civic spaces 
Part 11: Green corridors 
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Associated strategies 
 
The study sits alongside the Indoor Sports & Leisure Facilities Strategy (ISF) and Playing 
Pitch Strategy (PPS) also undertaken by KKP (provided in separate reports). The open 
space typology of formal outdoor sports is covered within the associated PPS. The PPS 
is undertaken in accordance with the methodology provided in Sport England’s  
 
1.2 National context 
 
National Planning Policy Framework 
 
The NPPF sets out the planning policies for England. It details how these are expected to 
be applied to the planning system and provides a framework to produce distinct local and 
neighbourhood plans, reflecting the needs and priorities of local communities. 
 
It states that the purpose of the planning system is to contribute to the achievement of 
sustainable development. It establishes that the planning system needs to focus on three 
themes of sustainable development: economic, social and environmental. A presumption 
in favour of sustainable development is a key aspect for any plan-making and decision-
taking processes. In relation to plan-making the NPPF sets out that Local Plans should 
meet objectively assessed needs. 
 
Under paragraph 73 of the NPPF, it is set out that planning policies should be based on 
robust and up-to-date assessments of the needs for open space, sports and recreation 
facilities and opportunities for new provision. Specific needs and quantitative and 
qualitative deficiencies and surpluses in local areas should also be identified. This 
information should be used to inform what provision is required in an area. 
 
As a prerequisite paragraph 74 of the NPPF states existing open space, sports and 
recreation sites, including playing fields, should not be built on unless: 
 

 An assessment has been undertaken, which has clearly shown the site to be surplus 
to requirements. 

 The loss resulting from the proposed development would be replaced by equivalent or 
better provision in terms of quantity and quality in a suitable location. 

 The development is for alternative sports and recreational provision, the needs for 
which clearly outweigh the loss. 

  
1.3 Local context 
 
Arun Emerging Local Plan 
 
Arun District Council is currently preparing a new Local Plan to replace one adopted in 
2003. This plan will steer development in the district over a 20 year period and is a key 
driver for growth and regeneration. The Arun Local Plan (2011-2031) (ALP) was 
submitted to the Planning inspectorate in January 2015. The submission version of the 
ALP included an annualised housing requirement figure of 580; however, this figure was 
challenged at a public inquiry around the time of the submission of the ALP. This resulted 
in further technical work being commissioned to assess the most up to date housing 
requirement in the district. This work identified that a higher figure should be tested. 
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As a result of concerns related to the ALP housing requirement figure (OAN), a limited 
number of examination sessions were held (which dealt with a select number of topics). 
This was followed by an exploratory meeting; after which it was agreed to suspend the 
examination process for a 12-18 month period. During this period the Council is 
undertaking further work related to OAN and SA whilst also potentially modifying the ALP. 
 
The suspension provides the Council with the opportunity to update its existing evidence 
as Sport England considers its existing Open Space, Sport and Recreation Study to be 
out of date. 
 
Population 
 
The resident population in Arun is recorded as 154,414 (these are the ONS 2014 mid-
year estimates). By 2037, the population is projected to increase by 28,908 to 183,322 
(ONS 2012-based projections 2012-2037). There are higher proportions of people aged 
60-90+ in Arun (34.6%) compared to that of the South East (24.0%). There are, however, 
lower proportions of people aged 0-44 in the District (45.4%) than in the South East 
(55.5%). 
 
Arun’s ethnic composition differs from that of England as a whole. According to the 2011 
Census, the largest proportion (97.1%) of the local population classified itself as White; 
this is higher than the comparative England rate of 85.4%. The next largest population 
group (by self-classification) is Asian, at 1.4% which is significantly lower than the 
national equivalent (7.8%). 
 
Housing growth 
 
Notwithstanding ONS figures on population growth, the report will test a number of growth 
scenarios based on different housing requirements for Arun. 
 
The submission version of the Arun Local Plan (ALP) includes an annualised housing 
requirement figure of 580; however, this figure was challenged at a Public Inquiry around 
the time of the submission of the Local Plan. Further technical work undertaken by the 
Council showed that the housing requirement figure had increased to 758 dpa. Following 
an additional period of consultation and further hearing session, the inspector has 
identified that an Objectively Assessed Need for housing figure of 845 be used within the 
ALP. This figure is currently being tested by the Council along with three other scenarios 
as part of its work related to the Sustainability Appraisal and updated evidence base. The 
Council is therefore testing four scenarios, as highlighted below: 
 
 Scenario 1 – 650 dpa 
 Scenario 2 – 758 dpa 
 Scenario 3 – 845 dpa  
 Scenario 4 – 1000 dpa 
 
Arun Leisure and Culture Strategy 2013-2028 
 
The purpose of the study is to look at options for what Arun District Council (ADC) might 
do to improve facilities for leisure and culture across the District, to advise what it should 
do and how it might be delivered. 
 
The study focuses on out-of-home activity in three categories: Active Leisure, Culture and 
Entertainment. 
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The aim of the Council is to deploy resources in an optimal manner to enhance the 
Economy of the District and improve the Physical and Mental Well Being of residents.  
 
The table below shows specific goals of the proposed strategy under each of those two 
objectives.  
 
Table 1.1: Objectives of the Leisure and Culture Strategy 
 

Economic Development Well being 

1. Create direct business and employment 
opportunities through use of Council assets, 
especially in creative industries, tourism and 
food and beverage. 

5. Encourage Arun residents to have regular 
physical activity, to benefit their health and well-
being and for their enjoyment. 

2. Increase the desirability of Arun as a 
place to operate a business and the value of 
development that takes place in the District. 

6. Encourage, in particular, young adults to take 
up sport that they might enjoy for the rest of their 
lives, in line with government policy. 

3. Increase the attractiveness of Arun as a 
place to visit and, therefore, increase 
spending by visitors in local businesses and 
the employment opportunities it creates. 

7. Improve the quality and accessibility of leisure 
and cultural facilities so that residents have the 
potential for greater pleasure and benefit from 
their leisure time. 

4. Use of the District’s strongest assets to 
create economic growth, the benefit of which 
will ripple to other parts of the District. 

8. Enable lower income residents to access high 
quality leisure and cultural facilities. 

 
Summary of local context 
 
The core message running through local strategies is the requirement to ensure that: 
 
 Opportunities are made available to/for all Arun residents to take part in physical 

activity to contribute positively to the health and wellbeing of all residents. 
 The Council continues to work with partners to ensure that facilities and 

infrastructure are provided to support sustainable communities in the District. 
 Housing growth is expected within the District and a number of housing requirement 

figures are to be tested. 
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PART 2: METHODOLOGY 
 
2.1 Analysis areas 
 
For mapping purposes and audit analysis, Arun is divided into three analysis areas 
(reflecting the geographic and demographic nature of the area).  
 
The area covered by the South Downs National Park is included as an analysis area for 
information purposes. However, the sites located within this analysis are not used in the 
setting of standards later in the document; as the planning authority covering the area is a 
separate authority to Arun District Council. Subsequently the district council has no 
governance or control of such sites. These sites are included on a ‘light touch’ basis as 
they are likely to still serve a role and use for residents. 
 
Use of analysis areas allows more localised assessment of provision in addition to 
examination of open space surplus and deficiencies at a more local level. Use of analysis 
areas also allows local circumstances and issues to be taken into account. The area is 
therefore, broken down as follows: 
 
Table 2.1: Population by analysis area 
 

Analysis area Population (2014)
*
 

East Arun 62,200 

South Downs National Park  8,308 

West Arun 83,906 

ARUN 154,414 

 
Figure 2.1 overleaf shows the map of analysis areas with population density. 
 
 

                                                
*
 Source: ONS 2014 Ward population estimates for England, mid-2014 
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Figure 2.1 Analysis Areas in Arun 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Source: Annual 2014 Mid-Year Population Estimates for the UK, ONS 
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2.2 Auditing local provision (supply) 
 
The site audit for this study was undertaken by the KKP Field Research Team. In total, 
305 open spaces (including provision for children and young people) are identified, 
mapped and assessed to evaluate site value and quality.  
 
Each site is classified based on its primary open space purpose*, so that each type of 
open space is counted only once. The audit, and the report, utilise the following 
typologies in accordance with the Guidance: 
 
1. Parks and gardens 
2. Natural and semi-natural greenspace 
3. Amenity greenspace 
4. Provision for children and young people 
5. Allotments 
6. Cemeteries/churchyards 
7. Civic spaces 
8. Green corridors 
 
The provision of formal outdoor sports is contained within the associated PPS. The 
amount and quality of such provision is not included in the total figures for open space (as 
a different methodology is prescribed).  
 
In accordance with best practice recommendations, a size threshold of 0.2 hectares has 
been applied to the inclusion of some typologies within the study. This means that, in 
general, sites that fall below this threshold are not audited. However, any sites below the 
threshold (i.e. those that are identified through consultation as being of significance) are 
included. The table overleaf details the threshold for each typology 
 
Table 2.1: Size thresholds by typology 
 

Typology  Size threshold 

Parks and gardens no threshold applied 

Natural and semi-natural greenspace 0.2 ha 

Amenity greenspace 0.2 ha 

Provision for children and young people no threshold applied 

Allotments no threshold applied 

Cemeteries/churchyards no threshold applied 

Civic spaces no threshold applied 

 
Database development 
 
All information relating to open spaces is collated in the project open space database 
(supplied as an Excel electronic file). All sites identified and assessed as part of the audit 
are recorded on it. The database details for each site are as follows: 
 

                                                
*
 Exception is for green corridors which due to nature and extent of provision could not be 
identified or mapped. 
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Data held on open spaces database (summary) 

 KKP reference number (used for mapping) 
 Site name 
 Ownership 
 Management 
 Typology 
 Size (hectares) 
 Site visit data 

 
Sites are primarily identified by KKP in the audit using official site names, where possible, 
and/or secondly using road names and locations.   
 
2.3 Quality and value  
 
Quality and value are fundamentally different and can be unrelated. For example, a high 
quality space may be inaccessible and, thus, be of little value; however, a rundown (poor 
quality) space may be the only one in an area and thus be immensely valuable. As a 
result, quality and value are also treated separately in terms of scoring.   
 
Each type of open space receives separate quality and value scores. This also allows for 
application of a high and low quality/value matrix to further help determine prioritisation of 
investment and to identify sites that may be surplus within and to a particular open space 
typology. An example of the scoring sheet is provided in appendix one. 
 
Analysis of quality 
 
Data collated from site visits is initially derived upon those from the Green Flag Award 
scheme (a national standard for parks and green spaces in England and Wales, operated 
by Keep Britain Tidy). This is utilised to calculate a quality score for each site visited. 
Scores in the database are presented as percentage figures. The quality criteria used for 
the open space assessments carried out are summarised in the summary box overleaf.  
 

Quality criteria for open space site visit (score) 

 Physical access, e.g., public transport links, directional signposts,  
 Personal security, e.g. , site is overlooked, natural surveillance 
 Access-social, e.g., appropriate minimum entrance widths 
 Parking, e.g., availability, specific, disabled parking 
 Information signage, e.g., presence of up to date site information, notice boards 
 Equipment and facilities, e.g., assessment of both adequacy and maintenance of provision 

such as seats, benches, bins, toilets 
 Location value, e.g., proximity of housing, other greenspace 
 Site problems, e.g., presence of vandalism, graffiti 
 Healthy, safe and secure, e.g., fencing, gates, staff on site 
 Maintenance and cleanliness, e.g., condition of general landscape & features 
 Groups that the site meets the needs of, e.g., elderly, young people 
 Site potential 

 
Criteria for assessing the provision for children and young people are also built around 
Green Flag. It is a non technical visual assessment of the site, including general 
equipment and surface quality/appearance plus an assessment of, for example, bench 
and bin provision. This differs, for example, from an independent RosPA review, which is 
a more technical assessment of equipment in terms of play and risk assessment grade.  
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Analysis of value 
 

Site visit data plus desk based research is calculated to provide value scores for each site 
identified. Value is defined in the Companion Guide relation to the following three issues: 
 
 Context of the site i.e. its accessibility, scarcity value and historic value. 
 Level and type of use. 
 The wider benefits it generates for people, biodiversity and the wider environment. 
 
The value criteria set for audit assessment is derived as: 
 

Value criteria for open space site visits (score) 

 Level of use (observations only), e.g., evidence of different user types (e.g. dog walkers, 
joggers, children) throughout day, located near school and/or community facility 

 Context of site in relation to other open spaces 
 Structural and landscape benefits, e.g., well located, high quality defining the identity/ area 
 Ecological benefits, e.g., supports/promotes biodiversity and wildlife habitats 
 Educational benefits, e.g., provides learning opportunities on nature/historic landscapes 
 Social inclusion and health benefits, e.g., promotes civic pride, community ownership and a 

sense of belonging; helping to promote well-being 
 Cultural and heritage benefits, e.g., historic elements/links (e.g. listed building, statues)  
 Amenity benefits and a sense of place, e.g., attractive places that are safe and well 

maintained; helping to create specific neighbourhoods and landmarks 
 Economic benefits, e.g., promotes economic activity and attracts people from near and far 

Value - non site visit criteria (score) 

 Designated site such as Local Wildlife Sites or SSSI 
 Educational programme in place 
 Historic site 
 Listed building or scheduled monument on site 
 Registered 'friends of’ group to the site 

 
Play provision for children and young people is scored for value as part of the audit 
assessment. Value, in particular is recognised in terms of size of sites and the range of 
equipment it hosts. For instance, a small site with only one or two items is likely to be of a 
lower value than a site with a variety of equipment catering for wider age ranges. 
 
2.4 Quality and value thresholds 
 
To determine whether sites are high or low quality (as recommended by guidance); the 
results of the site assessments are colour-coded against a baseline threshold (high being 
green and low being red). The primary aim of applying a threshold is to identify sites 
where investment and/or improvements are required. It can also be used to set an 
aspirational quality standard to be achieved at some point in the future and to inform 
decisions around the need to further protect sites from future development (particularly 
when applied with its respective value score in a matrix format). 
 
The baseline threshold for assessing quality can be set around 66%; based on the pass 
rate for Green Flag criteria (site visit criteria also being based on Green Flag). This is the 
only national benchmark available for quality of parks and open spaces. However, the site 
visit criteria used for Green Flag is not appropriate for every open space typology as it is 
designed to represent a sufficiently high standard of site. Quality thresholds are, thus, 
worked out so as to better reflect average scores for each typology. Consequently, the 
baseline threshold for certain typologies is amended to better reflect this. 
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For value there is no national guidance on the setting of thresholds. The 20% threshold 
applied is derived from our experience and knowledge in assessing the perceived value 
of sites. Whilst 20% may initially seem low it is relative score - designed to reflect those 
sites that meet more than one aspect of the criteria used for assessing value (as detailed 
earlier). The table below sets out the quality and value scores for each typology. 
 
Table 2.2: Quality and value thresholds by typology 
 

Typology Quality threshold Value threshold 

Parks and gardens 55% 20% 

Natural and semi-natural greenspace 45% 20% 

Amenity greenspace 45% 20% 

Provision for children and young people 60% 20% 

Allotments 50% 20% 

Cemeteries/churchyards 50% 20% 

Civic spaces 50% 20% 

Green corridors 60% 20% 

 
2.5 Identifying local need (demand) 
 
Consultation to identify local need for open space provision has been carried out via a 
combination of face-to-face meetings, surveys and telephone interviews. It has also been 
conducted with key local authority officers (in respect of each typology). An online Parks 
and Open Spaces Survey was created and used to gather the wider views of local 
people; a total of 621 responses were returned (of which 615 are usable). The findings of 
the consultation and survey carried out are used, reviewed and interpreted to further 
support the results of the quality and value assessment. A summary of the survey 
findings is set out in Part 3. 
 
2.6 Accessibility standards 
 
Accessibility standards for different types of provision are a tool to identify communities 
currently not served by existing facilities. It is recognised that factors that underpin 
catchment areas vary from person to person, day to day and hour to hour. For the 
purposes of this process this problem is overcome by accepting the concept of ‘effective 
catchments’, defined as the distance that is willing to be travelled by the majority of users. 
 
Guidance on appropriate walking distance and times is published by Fields In Trust (FIT) 
in its document Beyond the Six Acre Standard (2015). These guidelines have been 
converted in to an equivalent time period in the table below. 
 
Table 2.3: FIT walking guidelines 
 

Open space type Walking guideline Approximate time equivalent 

Parks & Gardens 710m 9 minute 

Amenity Greenspace 480m 6 minute 

Natural & Semi-natural Greenspace 720m 9 minute 
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However, in order to make accessibility standards more locally specific to Arun, we 
propose to use data from the survey consultation to set appropriate catchments. The 
following distances are recorded from the survey in relation to how far individuals are 
willing to travel to access different types of open space provision. 
 
Table 2.4: Accessibility standards to travel to open space provision 
 

Typology Applied standard 

Parks and gardens 15 minute walk time (1,200m) 

Natural and semi-natural 15 minute walk time (1,200m) 

15 minute drive time 

Amenity greenspace 5 minute (400m) walk time 

Provision for children and young people 15 minute walk time (1,200m) 

Provision for teenagers 15 minute walk time (1,200m) 

Allotments  15 minute drive time 

Cemeteries  No standard set 

Civic Spaces No standard set  

 
Most typologies are set as having a walk time accessibility standard. For certain 
typologies, such as amenity greenspace, accessibility is deemed to be more locally 
based. Subsequently a shorter accessibility standard has been applied.  
 
For other forms of provision such as parks and gardens and natural and semi-natural 
greenspace a willingness to travel further is highlighted. This is particularly the case for 
natural and semi natural greenspace, therefore a drive time catchment has also been 
applied.  
 
No standard is set for the typologies of cemeteries and civic spaces. It is difficult to 
assess these typologies against catchment areas due to their nature and usage. For 
cemeteries, provision should be determined by demand for burial space.  
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PART 3: GENERAL OPEN SPACE SUMMARY  
 
This section describes generic trends and findings from the quality and value ratings for 
each typology in Arun. It also includes a summary of the 615 usable responses from the 
Parks and Open Spaces Survey. Site specific and typology issues are covered in the 
relevant sections later in the report.  
 
3.1 Usage 
 
The Parks and Open Spaces Survey asked how often each type of open space was 
visited. Most respondents identify visiting typologies such as footpaths and cycle ways 
(54%) and beaches and coastal areas (57%) more than once a week; an indication to 
their popularity and regular use.   
 
Other popular open spaces include nature reserves, common or woodland. Provision 
such as allotments and churchyards are visited on a less frequent basis with more 
respondents 84% and 40% respectively stating they never visit these types of sites. This 
is relatively typical of these types of open space. 
 
In addition, for the typologies such as play area for teens, for example, skate parks and 
youth shelters (66%) and grassed areas on housing estates (45%), the majority of 
respondents indicate they never access such sites. It is not uncommon for play areas for 
teens to receive percentages of this kind as they are a niche form of open space 
provision; only attracting use from those with a specific interest.  
 
Figure 3.1.1; Frequency of visits to open space in the previous 12 months 
 

 
 
The most popular reasons for visiting open spaces in Arun are to exercise (71%); 
followed by to take a shortcut/pleasant route (68%) and to relax/contemplate (68%). This 
may also correspond with why provision such as footpaths/cycle paths, coast/beaches 
and parks are popular and visited more frequently.  
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Other common reasons for visiting open space are to observe wildlife/enjoy nature (58%), 
to enjoy floral displays (55%), to meet with friends (53%) and for family outings (52%).  
Taking children to a play area is also a common reason cited (50%).  
 
The results show the role of open spaces in the context of social interaction and health 
benefits as well as the value of open spaces as focal points for local communities.   
 
Figure 3.1.2; Reasons for visiting provision 
 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%

To play sport/games informally

To exercise

To play formal sport/games

To take a shortcut/pleasant route

To walk the dog

To enjoy floral displays/nature

For a family outing

To relax/contemplate

To meet with friends

To observe wildlife

To take children to play area

To spend lunchtime

To see events/entertainment

Other (please specify)

What are your reasons for visiting?

 
 
A total of 53% of respondents identify visiting open space provision outside of Arun within 
the last 12 months on a regular basis (i.e. four or more times). Very few specific sites 
were cited. However, the South Downs National Park and stretches of sea front across 
the region are often mentioned as areas people visit.  
 
Table 3.1: Visiting provision outside of Arun 
 

Have you regularly visited an open space provision outside Arun in last 12 months? 

Yes 53% 

No 46% 

 
A handful of respondents cite visiting Preston Park in Brighton and Priory Park in 
Chichester. Whilst Hotham Park (in Bognor) is also highlighted by a few respondents as 
an excellent and popular site to visit. 
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3.2 Accessibility 
 
Findings from the Parks and Open Spaces Survey show that the majority of individuals 
prefer to travel on foot in order to access different types of open space provision.  
 
Figure 3.2.1: Popularity of travel to open space sites (%) 
 

 
 
A preference of walking to access provision particularly for local parks and public gardens 
is evident. The majority of respondents (95%) indicate a willingness to walk to provision of 
this type; with a less than five-minute walk (23%) and 5-10 minute walk (28%) most 
common.  
 
There is, however, for some typologies, a clear willingness to travel a greater distance by 
transport. For instance, respondents indicate more of a preference to travel by transport 
(up to 45 minutes) to access nature areas (15%) and beaches/coastal areas (11%).  
 
A higher proportion of non-responses are received for the typologies of teenage provision 
and allotments. Again, this is not unusual as both forms of open space provision have a 
niche user attraction. Therefore, it can be expected, to some extent, for the general public 
to not have a strong opinion. 
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Figure 3.2.2: Time willing to travel to open space sites (%) 

 

 
 
3.3 Availability 
 
For most typologies respondents generally consider the availability i.e. the amount of 
provision, to be either quite or very satisfactory.  
 
Typologies such as parks, play areas and outdoor networks are viewed as predominantly 
being to a satisfactory level in terms of availability. All three receive a higher proportion of 
responses for being quite satisfactory; parks (48%), outdoor networks (42%) and 
recreation grounds (32%).  
 
A high proportion of respondents have no opinion on the availability of allotments. As 
noted earlier this is a niche form of provision and tends to not stimulate much 
consideration in the wider public eye other than for its specific users.  
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Figure 3.3: Satisfaction with availability of open spaces (%) 

 

 
3.4 Quality  
 
The methodology for assessing quality is set out in Part 2. Table 3.2 summarises the 
results of all the quality assessments for open spaces across Arun. 
 
A total of 305 sites identified in Arun are allocated a quality score. The majority (79%) 
scores above the threshold for quality. However, this does not necessarily mean that the 
other 21% are poor or have quality issues. Sites can score below the threshold due to a 
lack of ancillary facilities such as toilets, which may not be necessary at smaller sites.  
 
Proportionally allotments and civic spaces provision score higher, with these typologies 
having 88% and 100% of sites scoring above the quality threshold respectively. However, 
nearly all typologies score well for quality, suggesting a generally high standard of open 
space provision in Arun.  
 
Forms of provision scoring below the threshold tend to be as a result of sites having a 
generally poorer appearance. Such sites can often be lacking in a diverse range of 
features and facilities in comparison to similar sites of the same typology. For example, 
play sites scoring lower for quality are often a result of equipment on site appearing to be 
tired and dated and/or lacking sufficient levels of provision. Similar reasons (i.e. poorer 
standard of general appearance and maintenance) are often observed for sites of other 
typologies.  
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Table 3.2: Quality scores for all open space typologies 

Typology  Threshold Scores No. of sites 

Lowest 
score 

Average 
score 

Highest 
score 

Spread Low High 

  

Allotments 50% 45% 60% 72% 27% 3 21 

Amenity greenspace 45% 20% 52% 85% 65% 25 88 

Churchyards and 
cemeteries 

50% 30% 54% 65% 35% 7 22 

Civic spaces 50% 51% 62% 82% 31% 0 8 

Natural & semi-
natural greenspace 

45% 16% 50% 79% 63% 6 15 

Park and gardens 55% 43% 62% 85% 42% 7 16 

Provision for children 
& young people 

60% 44% 75% 97% 53% 17 70 

TOTALS 65 240 

 
Observations from the site visit audit, supported from the consultation, highlights that 
provision for children and young people is in some instances regarded as being tired and 
containing dated equipment. This is partly down to the Council’s play area strategy, which 
identifies funding to be directed towards priority sites. Therefore, many non-priority play 
areas have not received investment other than basic repairs. 
 
Proportionally there are a higher percentage of parks and gardens (21%) and 
beaches/coastal areas (40%) that rate in the very satisfied category. This is a reflection of 
their excellent appearance and high standard.  
 
Quality of other open space typologies is good with a greater proportion of sites rating 
above the satisfaction threshold. This is thought to reflect the difference in the wide range 
of ancillary facilities and general quality of such sites. Any site specific quality issues are 
highlighted in the typology specific sections later in the report.  
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Figure 3.4: Quality scores for all open space typologies 

 
Nearly all typologies are viewed by respondents as being quite satisfactory in terms of 
quality; with the exception of allotments and teenage provision. Both typologies receive a 
higher percentage for respondents having no opinion (38% and 51% respectively).  
 
Open space types viewed as being very and quite satisfactory includes nature areas, 
parks and civic space; a reflection to their popularity and frequency of use. 
 
3.5 Value 
 
The methodology for assessing value is set out in Part 2 (Methodology). The table below 
summarises the results of the value assessment for open spaces across Arun.  
 
A total of 305 sites identified in Arun are allocated a value score. A high value site is 
considered to be one that is well used by the local community, well maintained (with a 
balance for conservation), provides a safe environment and has features of interest; for 
example, play equipment and landscaping. Sites that provide for a cross section of users 
and have a multi-functional use are considered a higher value than those offering limited 
functions and that are thought of as bland and unattractive. 
 
The majority of sites (88%) are assessed as being above the threshold for value. The fact 
that all typologies have a high number of sites scoring high for value reflects their role in 
and importance to local communities and environments.  
 
A point to note is that 25% of amenity greenspaces score low for value, making up 76% 
of the low value sites within Arun. This is most likely a result of their small size and lack of 
features. This makes sites less attractive to visitors, in turn decreasing their value. 
However, the value these provide in biodiversity and visual amenity for residents, by 
breaking up the urban form, can still be important.  
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Table 3.3: Value scores for all open space typologies 
 

Typology  Threshold Scores No. of sites 

Lowest 
score 

Average 
score 

Highest 
score 

Spread Low High 

  

Allotments 

20% 

39% 46% 49% 10% 0 24 

Amenity 
greenspace 

9% 31% 60% 51% 28 85 

Churchyards and 
cemeteries 

23% 49% 70% 47% 0 29 

Civic spaces 35% 47% 71% 37% 0 8 

Natural & semi-
natural greenspace 

13% 33% 55% 41% 3 18 

Park and gardens 24% 40% 73% 49% 0 23 

Provision for 
children & young 
people 

5% 48% 77% 72% 6 81 

TOTALS 37 268 

 
The survey also asked, what is the most important aspect for open space within the area 
that they live. Over half of respondents state they found attractiveness of the site, 
cleanliness and improvements to footpaths and seats important to their open space.  
 
Figure 3.5.1: Importance of open spaces (%) 
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Respondents were asked what they thought were the most important for open spaces 
within the areas where they live. The most common answer was cleanliness (72%). This 
is followed by maintenance and improvement of features on sites such as footpaths, 
seating etc (68%) and general attractiveness of the site (59%).  
 
Figure 3.5.2: Important for open spaces in your area (%) 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%

Attractiveness of the site, flowers, trees etc

Maintenance/ improvement of footpaths, seats etc

Good access to spaces
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Community involvement

Introduction of new open spaces
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Other (please state below)

What do you think is most important for open spaces where you live?
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3.6 Summary 
 

General summary 

 In total 305 sites in Arun are identified as open space provision. This is equivalent to over 
318 hectares.  

 The accessibility standard set for most typologies is a 15 minute walk time catchment. For 
the typology of amenity greenspace, a lower walk time (five minutes) is applied, although 
people are willing to walk up to 15 minutes to access recreation grounds. No standard is set 
for churchyards and cemeteries, civic spaces or green corridors. 

 Most open spaces (75%) rate above the thresholds set for quality. Most noticeably, more 
allotments and civic spaces score above the thresholds for quality. However, the fact that all 
typologies have a high number of sites scoring high for value reflects their role in and 
importance to local communities and environments.  

 Amenity greenspace has a larger number of sites rating below the threshold for quality 
(22%) and value (25%). This often reflects their smaller size and lack of features.  

 The majority of all open spaces (88%) are assessed as being above the threshold for value. 
This reflects the importance of open space provision and its role offering social, 
environmental and health benefits. 
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PART 4: PARKS AND GARDENS 
 
4.1 Introduction 
 
This typology covers urban parks and formal gardens (including designed landscapes), 
which provide accessible high quality opportunities for informal recreation and community 
events. The provision of country parks is included within the typology of natural and semi-
natural greenspace due to their greater role in conservation and environmental education. 
 
4.2 Current provision 
 
There are 23 sites classified as parks and gardens in Arun, the equivalent of over 36 
hectares. No site size threshold has been applied and, as such, all sites have been 
included within the typology. 
 
Table 4.1: Distribution of parks by analysis area 
 

Analysis area Parks and gardens 

Number of 
sites 

Total 
hectares 

Current standard            

(ha per 1,000 population) 

East Arun 11 19.05 0.31 

South Downs National Park 1 0.13 0.02 

West Arun 11 17.45 0.20 

ARUN 23 36.64 0.24 

 
Although West Arun has the highest number of sites, East Arun contains more provision 
in hectares, with 19.05 hectares compared to 17.45 hectares in West Arun. South Downs 
National Park Analysis Area contains only one parks and gardens site. This is not 
unusual given the population density and rural characteristics of this area.  
 
Brookfield Park is the largest park site in Arun at 9.49 hectares. Other sites such as 
Hotham Park (7.14 hectares), West Park (5.05) and Mewsbrook Park and Ruby Gardens 
(4.56 hectares) are also of a reasonable size. The smallest site is Arun Street Garden at 
0.02 hectares. 
 
4.3 Accessibility 
 
Consultation and findings from the Arun Parks and Open Spaces Survey found that most 
respondents (28%) signal they are willing to walk for up to 15 minutes access a park.  
 
For mapping, a 15-minute walk time has been applied. This is greater than the nine-
minute walk time equivalent recommended by FIT guidance. Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show 
the standard applied to parks and gardens to help inform where deficiencies in provision 
may be located. 
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Figure 4.1: Parks and gardens with 15-minute walk time mapped against analysis area 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.2: Parks and gardens with 15-minute walk time mapped against analysis area 
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Table 4.2: Key to sites mapped  
 

Site 
ID 

Site name Analysis area Quality 
score 

Value score 

20 Arun Street Garden East Arun 42.6% 30.0% 

34 Banjo Road Sunken Garden East Arun 52.6% 28.2% 

77 Brookfield Park East Arun 60.4% 43.6% 

90 Chennevieres Sur Marne East Arun 47.4% 23.6% 

274 Maltravers Leisure Gardens East Arun 66.4% 45.5% 

278 Marina Gardens East Arun 50.2% 30.0% 

292 Mewsbrook Park & Ruby Gardens East Arun 74.4% 68.2% 

308 Nineveh Gardens East Arun 44.6% 30.0% 

309 Norfolk Leisure Gardens East Arun 58.5% 37.3% 

324 Oyster Pond East Arun 59.6% 30.0% 

434 Western Road East Arun 51.4% 23.6% 

222 Jubilee Gardens 
South Downs 
National Park 

56.7% 32.7% 

59 Blakes Road Leisure Gardens West Arun 61.6% 34.5% 

162 Gloucester Road Gardens West Arun 63.8% 30.0% 

205 Hotham Park West Arun 84.7% 72.7% 

211 Hothamton Sunken Garden & 
Rockery 

West Arun 54.4% 30.0% 

280 Marine Park Gardens West Arun 78.5% 68.2% 

316 Old Rectory Gardens West Arun 64.0% 50.0% 

344 Rock Gardens West Arun 65.4% 32.7% 

392 Swansea Gardens West Arun 70.8% 40.9% 

417 The Steyne Gardens West Arun 63.0% 36.4% 

427 Waterloo Square Gardens West Arun 84.0% 50.0% 

430 West Park West Arun 78.3% 54.5% 

 
Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show gaps in catchment mapping for all three analysis areas. 
However, these gaps are most significant in the West Arun and East Arun analysis areas, 
due to them being of higher population density.  
 
Despite these catchment gaps, respondents to the Parks and Open Spaces Survey report 
being satisfied with parks and gardens provision, with 48% stating they are quite satisfied 
and 23% stating they are very satisfied.  
 
These findings could be attributed to people’s perception of a park. For example, 
recreation grounds such as Hampshire Avenue Recreation Ground in the West Arun 
Analysis Area and Worthing Road Recreation Ground in the East Arun Analysis Area, 
may be viewed as parks provision due to the facilities they provide.  
 
Regardless of perception, these gaps in parks and gardens provision identified through 
catchment mapping are served by amenity greenspace and natural and semi natural 
greenspace provision, such as Bersted Brooks Local Nature Reserve. Therefore, new 
parks provision is not likely to be required to meet such catchment gaps. However, it is 
important for other similar types of open space in the Area to offer features and activities 
to that of parks provision. 
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Management and maintenance 
 
All parks and gardens provision is managed and maintained by Arun District Council. The 
Council works with a number of contractors, with the main contractor being ISS Facility 
Services Landscaping.  
 
ISS Facility Services Landscaping currently maintains the majority of open space 
provision in Arun, including parks and gardens and is responsible for grass cutting, hedge 
trimming, pruning, litter picking, bedding displays and plant maintenance.  
 
In addition to this, a number of friend of groups offer support, carrying out maintenance 
on sites including Hotham Park, Mewsbrook Park & Ruby Gardens and Hothamton 
Sunken Garden & Rockery.  
 
4.4 Quality 
 
To determine whether sites are high or low quality (as recommended by the Companion 
Guidance); scores from site assessments are colour-coded against a baseline threshold 
(high being green and low being red). The table overleaf summarises the results of the 
quality assessment for parks in Arun. A threshold of 55% is applied in order to identify 
high and low quality. Further explanation of how the quality scores and thresholds are 
derived can be found in Part 2 (Methodology).  
 
Table 4.3: Quality ratings for parks by analysis area 

Analysis area Maximum 
score 

Scores Spread No. of sites 

Lowest 
score 

Average 
score 

Highest 
score 

Low 

<55% 

High 

>55% 

  

East Arun 144 43% 55% 74% 31% 6 5 

South Downs and 
National Park 

144 57% 57% 57% 0% 0 1 

West Arun 144 54% 70% 85% 31% 1 10 

ARUN 144 43% 62% 85% 42% 7 16 

 
The majority (70%) of park and garden sites in Arun rate above the quality threshold. A 
point to note, although 30% of sites do score below the threshold, only one of these sites 
(Hothamton Sunken Garden & Rockery) is highlighted as having specific quality issues. 
These sites score lower due to a lack of ancillary facilities such as toilets, picnic benches 
and in some cases seating and litter bins. Examples include Arun Street Garden (43%) 
and Banjo Road Sunken Garden (53%).  
 
Proportionally, East Arun Analysis Area contains most sites scoring below the threshold 
(55%). This also accounts for 86% of the parks and gardens provision which score low for 
quality.   
 
Hotham Park is the highest rating site with a score of 85% for quality. It is observed as 
having a high level of maintenance and general appearance. As well as this, it has good 
ancillary facilities including parking, toilets, and informative signage, lighting and picnic 
tables. The site also scores highly for the quality of its footpaths, disabled access and 
conservation of natural features.  
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Further to this, it contains a wide range of additional features and attractions including the 
house of Sir Richard Hotham, adventure golf course and putting green, miniature railway, 
boating lake, play area, wildlife areas, a bandstand and cafe.  
 
The Hotham Park Heritage Trust organises fund raising events, such as the Hotham Park 
Country Fair with monies raised going towards restorations and improvements within the 
park. In 2006, the group worked with Arun District Council to secure a substantial 
Heritage Lottery Fund grant. This allowed for the restoration of a two-hectare area of the 
park, bringing back into use an area of the park which had been closed off to members of 
the public for a number of years.   
 
The second highest scoring site for value is Waterloo Square Gardens, which scores 
84%. Similar to Hotham Park, it has a high standard of overall maintenance and 
appearance and has a number of ancillary features including informative signage, picnic 
tables, litterbins and benches. The site also provides toilet facilities, located within the 
cafe, which is part of the onsite-bowling club. Furthermore, the footpaths are maintained 
to a high standard and there is sufficient disabled access.   
 
In addition to Hotham Park and Waterloo Square Gardens, there are thirteen parks and 
gardens sites, which score above the quality threshold. This includes Marine Park 
Gardens (79%) and Mewsbrook Park & Ruby Gardens (74%), which alongside Hotham 
Park, makes up the three Green Flag Award sites in Arun.  
 
Both Marine Park Gardens and Mewsbrook Park & Ruby Gardens also have particularly 
active friends of groups. Friends of Mewsbrook Park recently helped support Arun District 
Council in securing funding from Veolia to install a new children’s play area. The group 
carried out a survey conducted with local residents to determine areas of need or 
improvement within the park to act as evidence as part of the bid.  
 
Out of the seven sites scoring below the quality threshold, Arun Street Garden scores the 
lowest with 43%. In comparison to the higher scoring sites, the site is assessed as having 
a fewer ancillary facilities including toilets, signage, picnic tables, benches and bins. For 
similar reasons, Nineveh Gardens is the second lowest scoring site with 45%. Despite 
receiving lower scores, no specific quality issues are highlighted at these sites such as 
vandalism or litter. They are well kept and maintained to a reasonable standard.  
 
Site observations did highlight an issue at Hothamton Sunken Garden & Rockery, locally 
known as Bognor Community Gardens. The site was recorded as feeling unsafe due to 
the presence of individuals misusing substances such as alcohol. These observations are 
also supported through consultation with the Friends of Bognor Community Gardens, 
which report regular police incidents. At present, the site has a poor reputation that 
prevents both locals and tourists from enjoying it.  
 
Despite these problems, the site does only score marginally under the quality threshold 
with 54%. This can be attributed to the hard work of the Friends of Bognor Community 
Gardens, which dedicate voluntary hours each week during the spring and summer 
months. The group, working alongside the Council, has enhanced the site resulting in an 
attractive garden with plants, shrubs, trees and rockeries where Bognor in Bloom was 
launched. Site observations describe the site as attractive and well maintained with a 
number of ancillary facilities including benches and bins. Moreover, the site is located 
next to a children’s play area, which has recently been improved by Arun District Council.  
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The majority of respondents to the Parks and Open Spaces Survey are satisfied with the 
quality of parks provision. Just under half view quality as quite satisfactory (49%) with a 
further 21% rating provision as very satisfactory. There is a small percentage of 
respondents that are either quite dissatisfied (8%) or very dissatisfied (3%) with provision. 
Related comments do, however, mention problems with dog fouling at park sites. This is 
also identified as a problem by the greenspace management team at Arun District 
Council.  
 
Green Flag 
 
The Green Flag Award scheme is licensed and managed by Keep Britain Tidy. It provides 
national standards for parks and greenspaces across England and Wales. Public service 
agreements, identified by the Department for Communities and Local Government 
(DCLG) highlight the importance placed on Green Flag status as an indicator of high 
quality. This in turn affects the way parks and gardens are managed and maintained.  
 
A recent survey by improvement charity GreenSpace highlights that parks with a Green 
Flag Award provide more satisfaction to members of the public compared to those sites 
without it. The survey of 16,000 park users found that more than 90% of Green Flag 
Award park visitors were very satisfied or satisfied with their chosen site, compared to 
65% of visitors to non-Green Flag parks.  
 
There are three Green Flag Award sites in Arun; Hotham Park, Mewsbrook Park & Ruby 
Gardens and Marine Park Gardens. Should the Council wish to increase its number of 
Green Flag Award sites in the future, certain sites should be considered based on scoring 
close or above the Green Flag Award pass rate of 66% during the site assessment. 
These sites include West Park (78%) and Brookfield Park (60.4%). 
 
4.5 Value 
 
To determine whether sites are high or low value (as recommended by the Companion 
Guidance); the scores from the site assessments have been colour-coded against a 
baseline threshold (high being green and low being red). The table below summarises the 
results of the value assessment for parks in Arun. A threshold of 20% is applied in order 
to identify high and low value. Further explanation of how the value scores are derived 
can be found in Part 2 (Methodology).  
 
Table 4.4: Value scores for parks by analysis area 
 

Analysis area Maximum 
score 

Scores Spread No. of sites 

Lowest 
score 

Average 
score 

Highest 
score 

Low 

<20% 

High 

>20% 

  

East Arun 110 24% 36% 68% 44% 0 11 

South Downs and 
National Park 

110 33% 33% 33% 0% 0 1 

West Arun 110 30% 46% 73% 43% 0 11 

ARUN 110 24% 40% 73% 49% 0 23 
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All parks are assessed as being of high value within the site visit assessments. The sites 
that score slightly higher for value are those that also score higher for quality. This could 
be attributed to the range of features and facilities at these sites, making them more 
attractive to visitors, resulting in higher levels of use. The highest scoring site for value is 
Hotham Park (73%), with Marine Park Gardens and Mewsbrook Park & Ruby Gardens 
follow this, both with a score of 68%.  
 
One of the key aspects of the value placed on parks provision is that they can provide 
opportunities for local communities and people to socialise. Consultation with a number of 
friends of parks groups highlight how events held at park sites such as country fairs, 
wildlife walks and band stand events bring communities together.  
 
Some parks also offer educational, cultural and heritage value. For example, Waterloo 
Square Park provides an opportunity to learn about weather systems and Hotham Park 
contains information surrounding the historical house within the grounds. Moreover, parks 
are often biodiverse, acting as habitats for a variety of plant and animal species. Arun 
Biodiversity Forum supporting the Discovery Garden at Hotham Park, where local schools 
bring classes to learn about insects and biodiversity, evidences this. 
 
Parks provide a sense of place, providing opportunity for people to undertake a range of 
different activities including exercise, dog walking and taking children to the play area 
also results in parks being of high value in most areas. This is fully supported from the 
findings of the consultation. Several comments cite the importance and role parks provide 
to the area and to peoples everyday lives. All sites demonstrate the high social inclusion, 
health benefits and sense of place that parks and gardens in Arun offer.  
 
4.6 Summary 
 

Parks and gardens  

 Twenty three sites are classified as parks and gardens totalling over 36 hectares.  

 Gaps in catchment mapping based on a 15-minute walk time are identified in all three 
analysis areas. However, these gaps are most significant in the West Arun and East Arun 
analysis areas due to higher population density. Despite this, these gaps are thought to be 
sufficiently serviced by other forms of open space, which provide opportunities for recreation. 
This is supported by findings from the Parks and Open Spaces Survey.  

 The majority of parks (70%) score above the threshold for quality. The parks that score 
higher have good ancillary facilities and additional features for example, Hotham Park. 
Although 30% of parks score below the threshold, only one site (Hothamton Sunken Garden 
& Rockery) is reported as having concerning quality issues.  

 All park provision score high for value; a reflection to the social interaction, health benefits 
and sense of place sites offer.  

 It is considered that new parks provision is not required and that the focus should be on 
continuing to improve the quality and facilities at existing sites where feasible, as well as 
maintaining natural and semi natural greenspace and amenity greenspace sites that meet 
identified catchment gaps, to a high standard. 
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PART 5: NATURAL AND SEMI-NATURAL GREENSPACE  
 
5.1 Introduction 
 
The natural and semi-natural greenspace typology can include woodland (coniferous, 
deciduous, mixed) and scrub, grassland (e.g. down-land, meadow), heath or moor, 
wetlands (e.g. marsh, fen), wastelands (including disturbed ground), and bare rock 
habitats (e.g. cliffs, quarries, pits) and commons. Such sites are often associated with 
providing wildlife conservation, biodiversity and environmental education and awareness. 
 
5.2 Current provision 
 
In total, 21 sites are identified as natural and semi-natural greenspace, totalling over 61 
hectares of provision.  
 
Table 5.1: Distribution of natural and semi-natural greenspace by analysis area 
 

Analysis area Natural and semi-natural greenspace  

Number Size (ha) Current standard     

 (ha per 1,000 population) 

East Arun 3 19.28 0.31 

South Downs and National Park 1 0.26 0.03 

West Arun 17 42.09 0.50 

ARUN 21 61.64 0.40 

 
The majority of provision both in terms of the number of sites and the amount of 
hectarage is located in the West Arun Analysis Area. Subsequently the current standard 
is higher than that of the South Downs and National Analysis Area and the West Arun 
Analysis Area.  
 
A significant proportion of the total amount of natural and semi-natural greenspace in the 
District (81%) can be attributed to three particularly large sites: 
 
 Bersted Brooks Local Nature Reserve, East Arun Analysis Area (19.07 hectares) 
 West Beach Local Nature Reserve, East Arun Analysis Area (18.27 hectares) 
 Worms Wood, West Arun Analysis Area (13.15 hectares) 
 
Arun as a whole currently has 0.40 hectares per 1,000 population of natural and semi 
natural greenspace. It is also important to recognise that in addition to this, other open 
spaces such as parks and amenity greenspace may provide some opportunities and 
activities associated with natural and semi-natural greenspace. Furthermore, due to 
Arun’s coastal location, beaches also provide large natural areas where people can 
participate in recreational activities.  
 
Designations 
 
In terms of National designations, Arun currently has two sites designated as a Local 
Nature Reserve (LNR); Bersted Brooks Local Nature Reserve and West Beach Local 
Nature Reserve. 
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West Beach Local Nature Reserve also forms part of the Climping Beach which is a 
Special Scientific Interest (SSSI). SSSI’s are nationally recognised for their high natural 
importance for current and future generations. 
 
5.3 Accessibility 
 
Natural England's Accessible Natural Greenspace Standard (ANGSt) provides a set of 
benchmarks for ensuring access to places near to where people live. They recommend 
that people living in towns and cities should have: 
 
 An accessible natural greenspace of at least two hectares in size, no more than 300 

metres (five-minute walk) from home. 
 At least one accessible 20 hectare site within two kilometres of home. 
 One accessible 100 hectare site within five kilometres of home. 
 One accessible 500 hectare site within ten kilometres of home. 
 One hectare of statutory Local Nature Reserves per thousand population. 
 
On this basis, the population of Arun (154,414) is recommended to have approximately 
154 hectares of LNR. As it stands, Arun only has 37.34 hectares of LNR and therefore 
does not meet the ANGSt. 
 
This study, in order to comply with guidance uses locally informed standards. It does not 
focus on the ANGSt standard for accessibility as this uses a different methodology for 
identifying accessible natural greenspace to that advocated in the Companion Guidance.  
 
Findings from the Parks and Open Spaces Survey found that most respondents would 
expect to travel 15 minutes by car to access a natural and semi natural greenspace 
provision. This is followed by 34% which are willing to walk up to 15 minutes. 
 
Recently published guidance by Fields in Trust (FIT) suggests an approximate catchment 
guideline of a 10-minute walk time for natural greenspace. However, in order to better 
reflect the views of Arun residents, 15-minute walk time and a 15-minute drive time 
catchments have been applied. The maps that follow show these standards applied to 
natural and semi-natural greenspace to help inform where deficiencies in provision may 
be located. 
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Figure 5.1: Natural and semi-natural greenspace with 15-minute walk time mapped 
against analysis areas 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.2: Natural and semi-natural greenspace with 15-minute drive time mapped 
against analysis area 
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Table 5.2: Key to sites mapped 
 

Site 
ID 

Site name Analysis 
area 

Quality 
score 

Value 
score 

219 Jay's Meadow East Arun 41.2% 15.9% 

263 Lobs Wood East Arun 48.4% 23.2% 

428 West Beach Local Nature Reserve East Arun 61.5% 46.3% 

98 Clapham Common South Downs 
National Park 

48.9% 

 

28.0% 

 

4 Aldwick Woodland West Arun 45.1% 28.0% 

5 Alexander Close Woodland West Arun 54.9% 37.8% 

39 Barton Road Woodland West Arun 28.6% 28.0% 

47 Berry Lane Meadow West Arun 35.7% 29.3% 

50 Bersted Brooks Local Nature Reserve West Arun 69.6% 48.8% 

54 Bersted Park Lake West Arun 79.1% 45.1% 

141 Fish Lane Woodland & Chawkmare 
Coppice 

West Arun 62.3% 30.5% 

183 Hedge End Woodland West Arun 51.6% 36.6% 

200 Hopgarton Woodland West Arun 36.3% 28.0% 

204 Hotham Conservation Area & Discovery 
Gdn 

West Arun 74.9% 54.9% 

233 Ladybrook Orchard West Arun 57.1% 46.3% 

244 Lewis Lane Embankment West Arun 19.2% 18.3% 

300 Millberry Wood West Arun 47.8% 34.1% 

317 Old Rectory Gardens Woodland West Arun 15.9% 13.4% 

415 The Pines West Arun 46.2% 22.0% 

453 Worms Wood West Arun 61.7% 46.3% 

498 The Duck Pond, Aldwick Road West Arun 74.2% 37.8% 

 
Figure 5.1 shows that the West Arun Analysis Area is well served by natural and semi 
natural greenspace based on a 15 minute walk time catchment. However, there are gaps 
in areas of population density in the East Arun Analysis Area. These gaps are, however, 
generally met by either parks and gardens and/or amenity greenspace provision, for 
example, Brookfield Park and Langmead Recreation Ground.  
 
Catchment gaps are also noted in the South Downs National Park Analysis Area, 
however, this area of Arun is significantly less populated.  
 
Furthermore, Figure 5.2 identifies that all three analysis areas are served by natural and 
semi natural greenspace provision based on a 15 minute drive time. Therefore, additional 
natural and semi natural greenspace provision is unlikely to be needed. This is further 
supported by the findings of the Parks and Open Spaces Survey, with over half of 
respondents (55%), stating they are either quite satisfied (38%) or very satisfied (17%) 
with the amount of natural and semi natural greenspace provision.  
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Ownership management and maintenance 
 
There is a mix of responsibility in terms of the management and maintenance of natural 
and semi-natural sites across Arun. The Council is responsible for the maintenance of a 
number of sites, including Bersted Brooks Local Nature Reserve and West Beach Local 
Nature Reserve. Both these sites also have active friends of groups, which support the 
Council in carrying out environmental management and maintenance tasks. For example, 
in 2006 the Friends of Bersted Brooks supported ADC’s Woodland Grant Scheme 
application to plant 11,000 young native trees, some of which were planted by voluntary 
groups.  
 
The Woodland Trust currently manages Worms Wood and has a 99-year lease on the 
site from Arun District Council. The focus on this site is the preservation and improvement 
of biodiversity.  
 
The Arun Biodiversity Forum meets at various times throughout the year to share 
information and discuss new initiatives. The Forum acts as an umbrella group for various 
smaller groups including Hotham Park Conservation Volunteers, Friends of West Beach 
and Friends of Worms Wood. Further to this, the Arun Biodiversity Forum can apply for 
grants and funding. Current members of the Forum include: 
 
 Arun District Council 
 National Trust 
 Tree Wardens 
 Arun Youth Council 
 Arundel Agenda 21 
 In Bloom groups 
 Parish councils 
 

 Park user groups 
 RSPB 
 Resident associations 
 Sussex Wildlife Trust 
 West Sussex County Council 
 Woodland Trust 
 

All of these groups are in some way involved with the promotion, protection and 
improvement of natural and semi natural greenspace within Arun.  
 
5.4 Quality 
 
To determine whether sites are high or low quality (as recommended by the Companion 
Guidance) scores from the site assessments are colour-coded against a baseline 
threshold (high being green and low being red). The table below summarises the results 
of the quality assessment for natural and semi-natural greenspace in Arun. A threshold of 
45% is applied in order to identify high and low quality. Further explanation of how the 
quality scores are derived can be found in Part 2 (Methodology).  
 
Natural and semi-natural greenspace has a slightly lower quality threshold than other 
open space typologies. This reflects the characteristic of this kind of provision. For 
instance, natural and semi-natural sites can be intentionally without ancillary facilities in 
order to reduce misuse/inappropriate behaviour whilst encouraging greater conservation 
and promotion of flora and fauna activity. 
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Table 5.3: Quality rating for natural and semi-natural greenspace by analysis area  
 

Analysis area Maximum 
score 

Scores Spread No. of sites 

Lowest 
score 

Average 
score 

Highest 
score 

Low 

<45% 

High 

>45% 

  

East Arun 91 41% 50% 62% 21% 1 2 

South Downs and 
National Park 

91 49% 49% 49% 0% 0 1 

West Arun 91 16% 51% 79% 63% 5 12 

ARUN 91 16% 50% 79% 63% 6 15 

 
The majority (71%) of natural and semi-natural sites in Arun score above the threshold 
set for quality. All except one of the low scoring sites are located in the West Arun 
Analysis Area.  
 
The generally high standard of natural and semi natural greenspace within Arun is 
supported by findings from the Parks and Open Spaces Survey. Over half (57%), of 
respondents state they are either quite satisfied (43%) or very satisfied (14%) with the 
quality of provision. Only 14% of respondents report being quite dissatisfied (10%) or very 
dissatisfied (4%).  
 
The lowest scoring site in Arun is Old Rectory Gardens Woodland, with a rating of just 
16% for quality. At the time of the site audit, evidence of fly tipping and glass were noted, 
contributing to the site’s overall poor maintenance and cleanliness. There is also a lack of 
pathways and ancillary features. 
 
Other sites described as having lower standards of maintenance are Barton Road 
Woodland, Millberry Wood and Alexander Close Woodland. These sites score 29%, 48% 
and 55% for quality respectively. Site observation comments describe areas which are 
overgrown with nettles, brambles and ivy.  
 
Most other lower scoring sites; Jay's Meadow (41%), Barton Road Woodland (29%), 
Hopgarton Woodland (36%) and Lewis Lane Embankment (19%) are noted as being 
grass verges or buffers between housing and industrial buildings. As a result, these sites 
are small in size and lacking in features. Furthermore, despite the sites being classified 
as natural and semi natural greenspace, they score low for conservation of natural 
features, resulting in lower levels of biodiversity.  
 
Although Berry Lane Meadow scores low for quality with 36%, site visit observations 
suggest the site is being improved through the development of pathways and planting of 
new trees.  
 
It is worth noting that some specific quality issues are also highlighted at sites scoring 
above the quality threshold. Two sites; Bersted Brooks Local Nature Reserve and 
Hotham Conservation Area & Discovery Gardens have problems with litter. Further to 
this, Bersted Brooks Local Nature Reserve has high levels of dog fouling and evidence of 
vandalism is reported at Hotham Conservation Area & Discovery Gardens.  
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Sites scoring above the threshold are generally observed as being attractive and well 
maintained; offering ancillary features such as signage, bins, pathways, ramps and 
guardrails and benches where appropriate. They are considered to be well used by 
people for recreational purposes, whilst also offering opportunities for wildlife promotion. 
Further to this, a number of higher scoring sites have educational signage and facilities. 
Such features and opportunities increase attractiveness to visitors and as a result 
encourage increased usage. Sites scoring particularly high include: 
 
 Bersted Park Lake (79%) (part of Bersted Park) 
 Hotham Conservation Area & Discovery Gardens (75%) 
 
5.5 Value 
 

To determine whether sites are high or low value (as recommended by the Companion 
Guidance) scores from site assessments have been colour-coded against a baseline 
threshold (high being green and low being red). The table below summarises the results 
of the value assessment for natural and semi-natural greenspace in Arun. A threshold of 
20% is applied in order to identify high and low value. Further explanation of how the 
value scores are derived can be found in Part 2 (Methodology).  
 
Table 5.4: Value scores for natural and semi-natural greenspace by analysis area  
 

Analysis area Maximum 
score 

Scores Spread No. of sites 

Lowest 
score 

Average 
score 

Highest 
score 

Low 

<20% 

High 

>20% 

  

East Arun 82 16% 29% 46% 30% 1 2 

South Downs and 
National Park 

82 28% 28% 28% 0% 0 1 

West Arun 82 13% 34% 55% 41% 2 15 

ARUN 82 13% 33% 55% 41% 3 18 

 
Most natural and semi natural greenspaces (86%) rate above the threshold for value, with 
the only three sites scoring low for value also scoring low for quality. Quality often has a 
direct impact on a site’s value. The lower a site’s quality the less likely people are to visit 
the site.   
 
The highest scoring sites for value are Bersted Brooks Local Nature Reserve (49%) and 
Hotham Conservation Area & Discovery Gardens (55%). Both sites have educational 
value, allowing visitors to learn about wildlife, habitats and plant species. At, Bersted 
Brooks Local Nature Reserve this is through interaction with informative signage, 
whereas at Hotham Conservation Area & Discovery Gardens educational workshops are 
run on a regular basis.  
 
Nearly all sites have high ecological value due to the habitats they provide for animals 
and plant species. Furthermore, a number of sites such as Ladybrook Orchard, Bersted 
Brooks Local Nature Reserve and Hotham Conservation Area & Discovery Gardens 
provide opportunity for social interaction through voluntary conservation schemes.   
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Consultation with the Greener Bognor Network and the Friends of Ladybrook Community 
Orchard emphasise the value of Ladybrook Orchard within the community. A number of 
events have taken place at the site since its development began; in order to engage 
residents and make them feel part of the project. The site was previously run down and 
mostly unused, however, it is now a habitat for birds and other animals as well as a place 
for residents to go and spend time.  
 
Natural and semi natural sites are recognised for their offer of various recreational 
opportunities to a range of people (e.g. nature enthusiasts, tourists, families).  
 
5.6 Summary  
 

 
 

Natural and semi-natural greenspace summary 

 There are 21 natural and semi natural greenspace sites totalling over 61 hectares.  

 Catchment gaps are noted in both the East Analysis Area and the South Downs and National 
Park Analysis Area. However, gaps in the East Analysis area, are served by other forms of 
open space provision. All analysis areas are served by natural and semi natural greenspace 
provision based on a 15 minute drive time catchment.  

 There are two designated sites in Arun: Bersted Brooks Local Nature Reserve and West 
Beach Local Nature Reserve. Both sites are designated as LNR. West Beach Local Nature 
Reserve also forms part of the Climping Beach Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI). 

 With only 37.34 hectares of LNR, Arun does not currently meets the ANGST standard.  

 The majority of natural and semi natural greenspace sites (71%) rate above the threshold or 
quality. The majority of lower scoring sites, act as grass verges or buffers between housing 
and are therefore small in size and lacking in features. Old Rectory Gardens Woodland is the 
lowest scoring site in Arun with 15%.  

 Six sites are identified as having specific quality issues; Barton Road Woodland, Millberry 
Wood, Alexander Close Woodland, Bersted Brooks Local Nature Reserve and Hotham 
Conservation Gardens.  

 The majority of sites (86%) rate above the threshold for value. All sites that rate low for value 
also score low for quality. A sites quality can have a direct impact on its value, as people are 
less likely to visit a lower quality site.  

 Higher scoring sites for value, such as Bersted Brooks Local Nature Reserve and Hotham 
Conservation Area & Discovery Gardens offer educational and social inclusion opportunities.   
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PART 6: AMENITY GREENSPACE  
 
6.1 Introduction 
 
Amenity greenspace is defined as sites offering opportunities for informal activities close 
to home or work or enhancement of the appearance of residential or other areas. It 
includes informal recreation spaces, housing green spaces, village greens and other 
incidental space. For the purposes of this study, recreation grounds have been included 
within this typology. 
 
6.2 Current provision 
 
There are 113 amenity greenspaces in Arun, an equivalent of over 160 hectares of 
provision.  
 
A site size threshold of 0.2 hectares has been applied to this typology and as such, any 
sites below 0.2 hectares have been discounted, as they are likely to be of less or only 
limited recreational value to residents and their quality will be a reflection of their size. 
However, five sites below 0.2 hectares are included due to their significance being 
highlighted as a result of their role and use by local community (e.g. Findon Village 
Green).  
 
Sites are most often found within areas of housing and function as informal recreation 
space or open space along highways that provide a visual amenity. A number of 
recreation grounds are also classified as amenity greenspace. 
 
Table 6.1: Distribution of amenity greenspace sites by analysis area 
 

Analysis area Amenity greenspace  

Number Size (ha) Current standard  

(ha per 1,000 population) 

East Arun 56 64.39 1.04 

South Downs and National Park 6 6.81 0.82 

West Arun 51 89.48 1.07 

ARUN 113 160.68 1.04 

 
The majority of amenity greenspace provision is evenly split between the East Arun and 
West Arun analysis areas.  
 
There is a wider variation in site sizes within this typology compared to others. The size of 
amenity greenspaces varies from the smallest incidental greenspace amongst houses, 
such as Findon Village Green (0.09 hectares) to larger sites such as King George V 
Recreation Ground (7.87 hectares).  
 
Larger sites, such as the 28 sites identified as recreation grounds, serve a different 
purpose to smaller grassed areas and verges; often providing an extended range of 
opportunities for recreational activities due to their size and facilities. 
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6.3 Accessibility 
 
Findings from the Parks and Open Spaces Survey found that most respondents would 
expect to travel a five-minute walk (26%) to access amenity greenspace provision, which 
is in line with the catchment guidelines suggested by FIT.  
 
Although recreation grounds are a form of amenity greenspace, due to the extended 
range of opportunities they can offer, survey respondents state they would be willing to 
travel further to access such provision. The most common travel time expected by 
respondents to access recreation grounds is a 15-minute walk (29%).  
 
A five-minute walk time catchment is applied below to all amenity greenspace provision 
followed by a map showing just recreation grounds with a 15-minute walk time catchment 
applied.  
 
Figure 6.1: Amenity greenspace with five-minute walk time mapped against analysis 
areas  
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Figure 6.2: Recreation grounds with 15-minute walk time mapped against analysis areas 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 6.2: Key to sites mapped 
 

Site 
ID 

Site name Analysis Area Quality 
score 

Value 
score 

9 Allangate Estate East Arun 39.6% 19.8% 

26 Ascot Way POS East Arun 52.0% 31.9% 

43 Belyngham Crescent POS East Arun 49.7% 19.8% 

58 Bewley Road Estate East Arun 41.8% 14.3% 

69 Botany Close Greensward East Arun 51.6% 26.4% 

73 Brickfields Recreation Ground East Arun 48.6% 25.3% 

80 Camellia Close POS East Arun 46.3% 14.3% 

82 Canada Road POS East Arun 55.4% 36.3% 

83 Capstan Drive POS East Arun 41.8% 19.8% 

116 East Beach Green East Arun 57.6% 40.7% 

121 Eldon Way POS East Arun 44.1% 25.3% 

133 Ferring Village Green East Arun 58.8% 31.9% 

151 Ford Road POS East Arun 40.1% 19.8% 

160 Glebelands Recreation Ground East Arun 56.9% 20.9% 

164 Goldcrest Avenue POS East Arun 45.2% 25.3% 

185 Helyers Green East Arun 45.2% 15.4% 

186 Heo Green East Arun 47.5% 15.4% 

190 Heringtons Field East Arun 54.2% 37.4% 

192 Highdown Drive POS East Arun 41.8% 14.3% 

195 Hollyhock Way POS East Arun 44.1% 14.3% 
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Site 
ID 

Site name Analysis Area Quality 
score 

Value 
score 

225 Keystone Centre East Arun 47.5% 15.4% 

235 Langmead Recreation Ground East Arun 64.0% 27.5% 

241 Lashmar Recreation Ground East Arun 54.2% 31.9% 

249 Linden Park Recreation Ground East Arun 61.0% 42.9% 

252 Linnet Close East POS East Arun 45.2% 20.9% 

254 Linnet Close West POS East Arun 54.8% 36.3% 

256 Little Twitten Recreation Ground East Arun 59.9% 26.4% 

258 Littlehampton Swimming Pool East Arun 49.7% 14.3% 

267 Longships POS East Arun 39.6% 19.8% 

273 Mallon Dene Greensward & POS East Arun 67.0% 30.8% 

294 Middle Mead POS East Arun 42.9% 20.9% 

323 Overstrand Avenue Greensward East Arun 66.9% 30.8% 

327 Palmer Road Recreation Ground East Arun 64.4% 27.5% 

358 Sea Avenue Greensward East Arun 60.5% 31.9% 

370 Southfields Recreation Ground East Arun 64.4% 38.5% 

384 St. Winefrides Road Shrubs East Arun 57.1% 26.4% 

389 Sunken Lane East Arun 46.3% 20.9% 

402 The Faroes / Capstan Drive POS East Arun 61.0% 25.3% 

403 The Faroes POS East Arun 41.8% 19.8% 

406 The Haven POS East Arun 45.2% 19.8% 

414 The Paddock POS East Arun 44.1% 19.8% 

419 The Whapple POS East Arun 41.8% 19.8% 

420 Toddington Park POS East Arun 49.7% 20.9% 

426 Water Lane POS East Arun 66.7% 15.4% 

429 West Green Car Park East Arun 46.3% 8.8% 

441 Wick Green POS (Dog Walk) East Arun 49.7% 11.0% 

448 Windward Close POS East Arun 42.9% 14.3% 

454 Worthing Road Recreation Ground East Arun 75.7% 48.4% 

495 Woodlands Recreation Ground East Arun 90.9% 57.1% 

497 
Community Garden next to 
Rustington 76-78 The street,  

East Arun 68.2% 46.2% 

501 Warren Recreation Field East Arun 76.6% 42.9% 

519 Beach Road East Arun 77.2% 37.4% 

521 Fletcher's Field East Arun 75.0% 49.5% 

522 Bramley Green Park East Arun 83.2% 54.9% 

524 Rosemead Open Space East Arun 75.9% 48.4% 

537 Mayflower Park East Arun 67.2% 42.9% 

100 Clapham POS South Downs National Park 66.5% 45.1% 

138 Findon Recreation Ground South Downs National Park 54.2% 42.9% 

139 Findon Village Green South Downs National Park 46.0% 33.0% 
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Site 
ID 

Site name Analysis Area Quality 
score 

Value 
score 

290 Meadsway South Downs National Park 48.6% 14.3% 

493 Nepcote Green South Downs National Park 49.0% 34.1% 

530 Slindon Recreation Ground South Downs National Park 68.9% 42.9% 

2 Aldwick Green West Arun 61.6% 51.6% 

10 Amberley Green Estate West Arun 27.7% 22.0% 

18 Arun Leisure Centre West Arun 61.0% 20.9% 

29 
Ashbee Gardens/Ruskin Avenue 
POS 

West Arun 31.6% 30.8% 

32 Avisford Recreation Ground West Arun 65.5% 54.9% 

38 Barrack Lane POS West Arun 36.2% 30.8% 

45 Berghestede POS West Arun 49.5% 49.5% 

57 Bersted Village Green West Arun 75.1% 38.5% 

65 Bognor Mounds West Arun 63.3% 26.4% 

106 Cootes Lane West Arun 37.9% 24.2% 

118 Eastfields West Arun 20.3% 23.1% 

129 Felpham Greensward West Arun 66.7% 29.7% 

131 Felpham Recreation Ground West Arun 77.2% 49.5% 

132 Felpham Way POS West Arun 33.9% 12.1% 

146 Flansham Lane POS West Arun 83.4% 38.5% 

175 
Hampshire Avenue Recreation 
Ground 

West Arun 52.0% 31.9% 

180 
Hawthorn Road Recreation 
Ground 

West Arun 55.6% 38.5% 

198 Homefield Crescent West Arun 50.9% 14.3% 

216 Hunters Mews POS West Arun 52.5% 25.3% 

228 King George V Recreation Ground West Arun 77.6% 49.5% 

232 Laburnum Recreation Ground West Arun 55.7% 38.5% 

236 Larksfield Rec Extension West Arun 57.1% 38.5% 

238 Larksfield Recreation Ground West Arun 76.8% 54.9% 

247 Lime Avenue POS West Arun 50.9% 20.9% 

265 Longbrook Park & Sea Road POS West Arun 70.6% 60.4% 

279 
Marine Drive West & Silverston 
Avenue 

West Arun 49.2% 20.9% 

283 Marshall Close West Arun 52.0% 19.8% 

287 May Close POS West Arun 46.3% 38.5% 

289 Meadow Way West Arun 32.8% 33.0% 

312 Northcliffe Road POS West Arun 50.0% 19.8% 

313 Northfields West Arun 30.5% 23.1% 

334 Priestley Way West Arun 41.2% 25.3% 

337 Queens Field Recreation Ground West Arun 84.6% 57.1% 

350 Rose Green POS West Arun 59.9% 30.8% 
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Site 
ID 

Site name Analysis Area Quality 
score 

Value 
score 

354 Rowan Way POS West Arun 35.0% 24.2% 

355 Rowan Way South West Arun 35.0% 12.1% 

383 St. Richards Road & Ivy Lane West Arun 48.6% 19.8% 

435 Westfields West Arun 42.4% 27.5% 

446 Willows Edge POS West Arun 61.6% 27.5% 

452 Wooldridge Walk POS West Arun 40.7% 27.5% 

479 King George V Playing Field West Arun 81.5% 49.5% 

491 Shrubbs Field West Arun 50.9% 54.0% 

494 
Village Pond and Green Sea Lane 
MOS 

West Arun 48.9% 20.9% 

499 Murrells Field, Barnham West Arun 72.3% 46.2% 

503 Stempswood Way West Arun 49.2% 20.9% 

504 Nursery Close West Arun 62.5% 26.4% 

505 Fairhurst Road West Arun 48.0% 25.3% 

508 Eastergate Sports Field West Arun 77.8% 44.0% 

517 Walberton Recreation Field West Arun 87.6% 54.9% 

526 Oliver's Meadow Recreation Field West Arun 80.6% 54.9% 

528 Jubilee Field, Bersted West Arun 87.9% 60.4% 

 
Catchment mapping with a five-minute walk time applied identifies a reasonably good 
distribution of amenity greenspace provision across all three analysis area, serving most 
areas of higher population density. However, there are notable gaps in the West Arun and 
East Arun analysis areas. Further to this, catchment mapping of just recreation grounds 
with a 15-minute walk time applied highlights these gaps are mostly met.  
 
Of respondents to the Parks and Open Spaces Survey which have an opinion, 81% are 
satisfied with the amount of amenity greenspace provision and state being either quite 
satisfied (64%) or very satisfied (17%). Further to this, only 21% of respondents report 
being quite dissatisfied (7%) or very dissatisfied (2%).  
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6.4 Quality 
 
To determine whether sites are high or low quality (as recommended by the current 
Guidance); the scores from site assessments have been colour-coded against a baseline 
threshold (high being green and low being red). The table below summarises the results 
of the quality assessment for amenity greenspaces in Arun. A threshold of 45% is applied 
in order to identify high and low quality. Further explanation of how the quality scores and 
thresholds are derived can be found in Part 2 (Methodology). 
 
Table 6.3: Quality ratings for amenity greenspaces by analysis area  

Analysis area Maximum 
score 

Scores Spread No. of sites 

Lowest 
score 

Average 
score 

Highest 
score 

Low 

<45% 

High 

>45% 

  

East Arun 88 40% 55% 91% 51% 12 44 

South Downs and 
National Park 

88 46% 56% 69% 28% 0 6 

West Arun 88 20% 56% 88% 68% 13 38 

ARUN 88 20% 52% 85% 65% 25 88 

 
A high proportion (78%) of amenity greenspace sites in Arun rate above the threshold for 
quality, including all 28 recreation grounds. A point to note, the 29% of sites which rate 
below the threshold, do not necessarily have concerning quality issues. A lower quality 
score can be due to this type of open space provision often being smaller than other 
typologies and lacking in features and ancillary facilities.  
 
The highest rating sites for quality in the District are Woodlands Recreation Ground 
(91%), Jubilee Field, Bersted (88%), Walberton Recreation Field (88%) and Queens Field 
Recreation Ground (85%). All are situated in the West Arun Analysis Area with the 
exception of Woodlands Recreation Ground which is in the East Analysis Area.  
 
The highest scoring sites, such as the ones above, have a good range of ancillary 
facilities available (including parking signage, pathways, seats and picnic tables), as well 
as a good standard of appearance and maintenance. A number of these sites; Queens 
Field Recreation Ground, Felpham Recreation Ground and King George V Playing Field 
also provide parking. In addition, the highest scoring site, Queens Field Recreation 
Ground has toilet facilities.  
 
A high standard of site maintenance and cleanliness is a theme running through all sites 
scoring above the threshold. Most of the higher scoring sites also have good public 
transport links, well-maintained pathways and sufficient controls to prevent illegal use 
where appropriate. Some of the lowest scoring amenity greenspaces in Arun are: 
 

 Eastfields (20%) 
 Amberley Green Estate (28%) 
 Northfields (31%) 
 Ashbee Gardens/Ruskin Avenue POS (32%) 
 
These lower scoring sites all lack basic ancillary features such as benches and bins. 
Further to this, they do not have direct links to public transport and with the exception of 
Amberley Green Estate, have poorly maintained pathways. 
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Eastfields and Northfields are assessed as having lower standards of maintenance and 
cleanliness, which make them difficult to access. The Northfields site is identified as 
having potential to be redeveloped as natural and semi natural greenspace provision.  
 
Despite these few specific quality issues, most sites scoring below the quality threshold 
are generally basic pockets of green space. These tend to be relatively small grassed 
areas lacking ancillary facilities intended to encourage extensive recreational use or 
provide residents with visual amenity.  
 
Most respondents to the Parks and Open Spaces Survey are generally satisfied with the 
quality of amenity greenspace. Out of the respondents who have an opinion, 38% are 
quite satisfied in terms of quality with a further 10% being very satisfied. Furthermore, 
there is only a small proportion of respondents that are either quite dissatisfied (10%) or 
very dissatisfied (3%).  
 
The high numbers of respondents who state they are neither satisfied nor dissatisfied 
(28%), or have no opinion (29%) is a possible reflection of the typology’s role as visual 
amenity (without any great attraction for physical use). 
 
Further to responses relating to amenity greenspace provision, respondents to the Parks 
and Open Spaces Survey are generally satisfied with the quality of recreation grounds. 
Most respondents (56%) state they are either quite satisfied (42%) or very satisfied 
(14%). Only a minority (12%) report being either quite dissatisfied (9%) or very 
dissatisfied (3%). Stronger opinions surrounding recreation grounds are likely to be 
attributed to the additional recreation opportunities that recreation grounds provide to 
residents.  
 
6.5 Value 
 

To determine whether sites are high or low value (as recommended by the Companion 
Guidance) site assessments scores are colour-coded against a baseline threshold (high 
being green and low being red). The table below summarises the results. A threshold of 
20% is applied in order to identify high and low value. Further explanation of the value 
scoring and thresholds can be found in Part 2 (Methodology). 
 
Table 6.4: Value ratings for amenity greenspace by analysis area 
 

Analysis area Maximum 
score 

Scores Spread No. of sites 

Lowest 
score 

Average 
score 

Highest 
score 

Low 

<20% 

High 

>20% 

  

East Arun 91 9% 27% 57%  48% 21 35 

South Downs and 
National Park 

91 14% 35% 45% 31% 1 5 

West Arun 91 12% 34% 60% 48% 6 45 

ARUN 91 9% 31% 60% 51% 28 85 

 
The majority of amenity greenspaces (75%) score above the threshold for value. Similar 
to quality, sites rating below the value threshold tend to be smaller grassed areas with no 
noticeable features.  
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They are generally recognised as providing some visual amenity to their locality and it is 
important to note that the main role of certain sites is to simply act as a grassed area, 
providing breaks in the urban form. 
 
There are 15 sites, which score high for quality but low for value. This could be attributed 
to the position of these sites, for example, within housing areas. Although they are well-
maintained sites with some attractive features such as trees and shrubs, residents would 
not necessarily choose to use them for recreational purposes, as evidenced by observed 
lower levels of use.  
 
Some of the highest scoring sites for value in Arun are: 

 Longbrook Park & Sea Road POS (60%) 
 Jubilee Field, Bersted (60%) 
 Woodlands Recreation Ground (57%) 
 Queens Field Recreation Ground (57%)  
 
These sites are recognised for the level of accessible recreational opportunities they offer 
to a high standard of quality, intended for a wide range of users. Longbrook Park & Sea 
Road POS and Queens Field Recreation Ground provide an extensive range of social 
and health benefits due to the facilities found on site; such as sports provision and play 
facilities, which meet the needs of a variety of people. Furthermore, Longbrook Park & 
Sea Road POS has outdoor gym equipment.  
 
Amenity greenspace should be recognised for its multi-purpose function, offering 
opportunities for a variety of leisure and recreational activities. They can often 
accommodate informal recreational activity such as casual play and dog walking. Many 
sites in Arun offer a dual function and are amenity resources for residents as well as 
being visually pleasing.  
 
These attributes add to the quality, accessibility and visibility of amenity greenspace. 
Combined with the presence of ancillary facilities (e.g. benches, landscaping and trees), it 
is therefore more likely that the better quality sites are more respected and valued by the 
local community.  
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6.6 Summary 
 

Amenity greenspace summary 

 There are 113 amenity sites in Arun; over 160 hectares of amenity greenspaces.  

 The majority of amenity greenspace provision is evenly split between the East Arun and 
West Arun analysis areas. The South Downs and National Park Analysis Area has the least 
amount of provision per 1,000 population (0.82 hectares) compared to 1.04 hectares per 
1,000 population for the East Arun Analysis Area and 1.07 hectares per 1,000 population in 
the West Arun Analysis Area. 

 Catchment mapping with a five minute walk time applied identifies a reasonably good 
distribution of amenity green space provision across all three analysis area, serving most 
areas of higher population density. Most noted catchment gaps are met once the additional 
15-minute walk time catchment for recreation grounds is applied.  

 A high proportion of amenity greenspace sites (75%) score above the quality threshold. 
Lower quality scores can mainly be attributed to size, lack of ancillary facilities and/or 
appearance.  

 In addition to its multifunctional role, amenity greenspace makes a valuable contribution to 
visual aesthetics for communities, hence the majority of sites rate above the threshold for 
value. 

 Fifteen sites score low for both quality and value. If a site cannot be improved, changing its 
purpose to that of a different form of open space provision could be considered. 
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PART 7: PROVISION FOR CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE 
 
7.1 Introduction 
 
This includes areas designated primarily for play and social interaction involving children 
and young people, such as equipped play areas, ball courts, skateboard areas and 
teenage shelters.  
 
Provision for children is deemed to be sites consisting of formal equipped play facilities 
typically associated with play areas. This is usually perceived to be for children under 12 
years of age. Provision for young people can include equipped sites that provide more 
robust equipment catering to older age ranges incorporating facilities such as skate 
parks, BMX, basketball courts, youth shelters and MUGAs. 
 
7.2 Current provision 
 
A total of 87 sites are identified as provision for children and young people in Arun. This 
combines to create a total of over six hectares. The table below shows the distribution. 
No site size threshold has been applied and as such all provision is identified and 
included within the audit. 
 
Table 7.1: Distribution of provision for children and young people by analysis area 
 

Analysis area Provision for children and young people 

Number Size (ha) Current standard  

(ha per 1,000 population) 

East Arun 38 2.83 0.05 

South Downs and National Park 4 0.46 0.06 

West Arun 45 3.13 0.04 

ARUN 87 6.42 0.04 

 
Play areas can be classified in the following ways to identify their effective target 
audience utilising Fields In Trust (FIT) guidance. FIT provides widely endorsed guidance 
on the minimum standards for play space. 
 
 LAP - a Local Area of Play. Usually small landscaped areas designed for young 

children. Equipment is normally age group specific to reduce unintended users. 
 LEAP - a Local Equipped Area of Play. Designed for unsupervised play and a wider 

age range of users; often containing a wider range of equipment types.   
 NEAP - a Neighbourhood Equipped Area of Play. Cater for all age groups. Such sites 

may contain a MUGA, skate parks, youth shelters, adventure play equipment and are 
often included within large open space sites.   

 
Play provision in Arun is summarised using the FIT classifications. Most is identified as 
being of LAP (44%) classification; small landscaped areas designed for young children, 
with age specific equipment.  
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Table 7.2: Distribution of provision for children and young people by FIT category 
 

Analysis area Provision for children and young people 

LAP LEAP NEAP Youth/ 
casual 

TOTAL 

East Arun 17 13 6 2 38 

South Downs and 
National Park 

2 1 1 - 4 

West Arun 19 16 10 - 45 

ARUN 38 30 17 2 87 

 
For youth provision, only standalone forms of provision are specifically identified. Where 
equipment catering for older age groups is found on a play area as part of a wider range 
of provision, it has been included within the wider site classification (often LEAP or 
NEAP).  
 
There are 26 sites identified as containing a combination of either a skate park, basketball 
area, five a side area and/or MUGA. Across Arun there are 10 sites identified as 
containing a skate park or area.  
 
7.3 Accessibility 
 
Findings from the Parks and Open Spaces Survey found that most respondents would 
expect to travel a 15-minute walk time (33%) to access play areas for children. Further to 
this, most respondents would expect to travel a 15-minute walk time (13%) to access 
youth provision. 
 
Recently published guidance by FIT suggests an approximate catchment guideline of a 5-
10 minute walk. However, in order to make the catchment mapping area specific, a 15-
minute walk time catchment has been applied to both children’s play areas and teenage 
provision. This will help to identify deficiencies in provision.  
 
Figure 7.1 overleaf shows the standard applied to help inform where deficiencies in 
provision may be located. 
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Figure 7.1: Children’s play provision with 15-minute walk time mapped against Analysis 
Areas  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 7.3: Key to sites mapped 
 

Site ID Site name Analysis area FIT 
Category 

Quality 
score 

Value 
score 

25 Ascot Way Play Area East Arun LAP 68.1% 46.2% 

30 Aubrey Fletcher Play Area East Arun LAP 70.0% 53.8% 

63 Bluebell Play Area East Arun LAP 63.3% 33.3% 

72 Brickfields Play Area East Arun LEAP 70.5% 46.2% 

76 Brookfield Adventure Play & 
Games Area 

East Arun NEAP 80.6% 46.2% 

78 Brookfield Toddler Play Area East Arun LAP 71.9% 59.0% 

81 Canada Road Play & Skate Area East Arun LEAP 64.0% 46.2% 

84 Carnation Close Play Area East Arun LAP 47.2% 10.3% 

119 Eldon Way BMX Track East Arun Youth  65.7% 41.0% 

120 Eldon Way Play  & Games Area East Arun LAP 51.8% 10.3% 

123 Ellis Close Play Area East Arun LEAP 60.9% 46.2% 

134 Ferring Village Green Play and 
Games Area 

East Arun LEAP 83.9% 59.0% 

153 Foxglove Close Play Area East Arun LAP 63.3% 33.3% 

163 Goldcrest Avenue Play Area East Arun LAP 70.5% 46.2% 

172 Guildford Road Play Area East Arun LEAP 60.4% 20.5% 

184 Hedgehog Hollow Play Area East Arun LAP 64.7% 20.5% 

187 Heo Green Play Area East Arun LAP 69.1% 20.5% 

193 Highfields Play Area East Arun LEAP 63.3% 33.3% 

230 Kingfisher Drive West Play Area East Arun LAP 58.5% 17.9% 

240 Lashmar Rec Play and Skate & 
Games Area 

East Arun LEAP 73.4% 46.2% 
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Site ID Site name Analysis area FIT 
Category 

Quality 
score 

Value 
score 

248 Linden Park Rec Play, Skate & 
Games Area 

East Arun LEAP 82.7% 46.2% 

251 Linnet Close East Play Area East Arun LAP 56.6% 23.1% 

253 Linnet Close West Play Area East Arun LAP 63.5% 53.8% 

255 Lions Den Play Area East Arun SEAP 81.3% 64.1% 

293 Mewsbrook Park Play Area East Arun SEAP 97.1% 51.3% 

296 Mill Pond Way Play Area East Arun LAP 55.4% 15.4% 

328 Palmer Road Recreation Play & 
Games Area 

East Arun LEAP 74.8% 59.0% 

360 Sea Road Skate Park East Arun Youth  57.6% 59.0% 

371 Southfields Recreation Play and 
Games Area 

East Arun NEAP 63.3% 64.1% 

422 Trinity Way Play Area East Arun LAP 60.4% 46.2% 

425 Water Lane Play Area East Arun LEAP 83.5% 41.0% 

455 Worthing Road Recreation Play 
and Games 

East Arun LEAP 65.5% 46.2% 

496 Woodlands Recreation, West 
Sussex Ground 

East Arun NEAP 84.1% 64.1% 

502 Warren Recreation Play Area East Arun LAP 85.4% 59.0% 

511 The Cloisters Play Area East Arun LAP 57.8% 41.0% 

523 Bramley Green Park Play Area East Arun LEAP 90.4% 64.1% 

525 Rosemead Play Area East Arun LEAP 74.8% 59.0% 

538 Mayflower Park Play Area and 
Skate Park 

East Arun SEAP 81.3% 76.9% 

99 Clapham Play Area South Downs 
National Park 

LAP 66.7% 53.8% 

137 Findon Play Area South Downs 
National Park 

LAP 76.3% 41.0% 

298 Mill Road Play Area South Downs 
National Park 

NEAP 67.6% 46.2% 

531 Top Playing Field Play Area, 
Slindon 

South Downs 
National Park 

LEAP 59.0% 59.0% 

11 Amberley Green Play Area West Arun LAP 80.8% 59.0% 

28 Ashbee Gardens Play Area & POS West Arun LAP 93.0% 59.0% 

31 Avisford Rec Play, Skate and 
Games Area 

West Arun NEAP 73.4% 59.0% 

44 Berghestede Play and Games Area West Arun LEAP 77.5% 59.0% 

48 Berryfields Play Area West Arun LEAP 74.8% 59.0% 

55 Bersted Park Play, Skate and 
Games Area 

West Arun LEAP 79.1% 66.7% 

71 Brickfield Close Play Area West Arun LAP 43.6% 5.1% 

127 Farnhurst Play Area West Arun LEAP 82.0% 59.0% 

130 Felpham Rec Play Area West Arun LEAP 78.4% 76.9% 

140 Fir Tree Way Play Area West Arun LAP 70.5% 23.1% 

145 Flansham Lane Play Area West Arun LEAP 97.4% 64.1% 

148 Fletcher Way Play Area West Arun LAP 52.0% 10.3% 

174 Hampshire Avenue Rec Play Area West Arun LEAP 77.7% 64.1% 

194 Holly Court Play Area West Arun LAP 73.9% 64.1% 
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Site ID Site name Analysis area FIT 
Category 

Quality 
score 

Value 
score 

196 Holmdale Play Area West Arun LAP 67.1% 23.1% 

207 Hotham Park Play Area West Arun SEAP 97.1% 69.2% 

210 Hothamton Play Area West Arun LEAP 55.2% 41.0% 

215 Hunters Mews Play Area West Arun LAP 71.9% 51.3% 

224 Kew Gardens Play Area West Arun NEAP 69.5% 53.8% 

227 King George V  Rec Play and 
Games Area 

West Arun NEAP 79.1% 64.1% 

237 Larksfield Rec Play and Skate Area West Arun NEAP 64.0% 28.2% 

246 Lime Avenue Play Area West Arun LAP 56.6% 41.0% 

266 Longbrook Park Play Area West Arun LAP 76.3% 59.0% 

277 Maple Gardens Play Area West Arun LAP 50.8% 41.0% 

284 Marshall Close Play Area West Arun LAP 57.1% 33.3% 

286 May Close Play Area West Arun LAP 77.0% 41.0% 

302 Monterey Gardens Play Area West Arun LAP 79.9% 46.2% 

338 Queens Field Recreation Play and 
Games Area 

West Arun LEAP 71.9% 51.3% 

345 Rock Gardens Play and Skate Area West Arun LEAP 78.4% 61.5% 

347 Roman Fields Play Area West Arun LAP 60.0% 38.5% 

349 Rose Green Play Area West Arun LEAP 79.9% 46.2% 

374 Sproule Close Play Area West Arun LAP 57.3% 28.2% 

398 The Cedars Play Area West Arun LAP 66.2% 46.2% 

411 The Oaks Play Area West Arun LAP 78.4% 46.2% 

432 West Park Play Area West Arun LEAP 82.7% 51.3% 

445 Willows Edge Play Area West Arun LEAP 73.4% 46.2% 

447 Wills Close Play Area West Arun LEAP 56.6% 28.2% 

480 Queens Golden Jubilee Play Area West Arun NEAP 88.2% 76.9% 

492 Shrubbs Field Play Area West Arun NEAP 62.0% 41.2% 

500 Murrells Field Play Area West Arun NEAP 83.5% 69.2% 

509 Eastergate Sports Field Play Area West Arun NEAP 79.1% 64.1% 

518 Walberton Rec Play Area West Arun LEAP 76.7% 71.8% 

527 Oliver's Meadow Play Area West Arun SEAP 72.9% 59.0% 

529 Jubilee Field Play Area, Bersted West Arun LAP 94.5% 76.9% 

536 Pagham Play Area West Arun LEAP 86.3% 76.9% 

 
There is a good spread of children’s play provision across Arun, with all areas with a 
greater population density being within a 15-minute walking distance of children’s play 
provision. As a result, it is unlikely that additional provision for children and young people 
is required.  
 
Where there is a proven need for a facility the Council should aim to sustain and improve 
sites considered as a priority on either a local or district wide level. In order to do this the 
Council may need to review provision of sites within close proximity of each other as part 
of a wider Play Area Strategy to ensure effective use of its resources. Provided the 15 
minute walking distance target is delivered through this strategy changes to provision in 
terms of closures where an alternative facility of greater value or potential value exist are 
deemed acceptable. 
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Satisfaction towards the amount of children’s play areas is reflected in the Parks and 
Open Spaces Survey which found that a greater proportion are either quite satisfied 
(38%) or very satisfied (19%) compared to those either quite dissatisfied (6%) or very 
dissatisfied (2%).  
 
In relation to youth provision, respondents to the Parks and Open Spaces Survey were 
generally either quite satisfied (23%) or very satisfied (7%). However, in comparison to 
responses for children’s play areas, there is a slightly higher percentage of individuals 
who are quite dissatisfied (13%) or very dissatisfied (8%). This is in line with some 
comments suggesting a need for more teenage provision in the area.  
 
Ownership and management  
 
Arun District Council owns and maintains many of the play sites for children and young 
people in the District. Other play areas are managed by parish or town councils. 
Maintenance of Arun District Council sites is carried out by two contractors; Foster 
Playscapes and ISS Facility Services Landscaping 
 
Weekly inspections are carried out at council play sites across the District to ensure that 
all equipment is safe and operational. Inspections for parish sites is by arrangement. 
 
7.4 Quality  
 
In order to determine whether sites are high or low quality (as recommended by 
guidance); the scores from the site assessments have been colour-coded against a 
baseline threshold (high being green and low being red). The table below summarises the 
results of the quality assessment for play provision for children and young people in Arun. 
A threshold of 60% is applied in order to identify high and low quality. Further explanation 
of the quality scoring and thresholds can be found in Part 2 (Methodology).  
 
Quality assessments of play sites do not include a detailed technical risk assessment of 
equipment. For an informed report on the condition of play equipment the Council’s own 
inspection reports should be sought. These are undertaken on an annual basis by an 
independent inspector. 
 
Table 7.4: Quality ratings for provision for children and young people by analysis area 
 

Analysis area Maximum 
score 

Scores Spread No. of sites 

Lowest 
score 

Average 
score 

Highest 
score 

Low 

<60% 

High 

>60% 

  

East Arun 69 47% 69% 97% 50% 7 31 

South Downs and 
National Park 

69 59% 67% 76% 17% 1 3 

West Arun 69 44% 73% 97% 53% 9 36 

ARUN 69 44% 75% 97% 53% 17 70 

 
Quality of play provision across Arun is high, with 80% of provision scoring above the 
threshold for quality. In general, all analysis areas are in keeping with this trend, with 75% 
of sites in South Downs National Park Analysis Area, 82% of sites in East Arun Analysis 
Area and 80% of sites in West Arun Analysis Area scoring above the threshold for quality.  
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There are currently 17 play provision sites in Arun, which score below the threshold for 
value. Some of the lowest scoring play provision sites are: 
 
 Brickfield Close Play Area (44%) 
 Carnation Close Play Area (47%) 
 Maple Gardens Play Area (51%) 
 Eldon Way Play & Games Area (52%) 
 Fletcher Way Play Area (52%) 

 
The quality of equipment provision and general appearance of these sites is observed as 
being of lower standard than other sites. Observations from assessment describe these 
sites as looking tired and appearing to have decreased levels of use.  
 
The observed low levels of use at these sites could be attributed to the fact they contain 
fewer pieces of play equipment. For example, Brickfield Close Play Area only contains a 
slide and Maple Gardens Play Area consist of a small wooden trim trial.  
 
The lowest scoring sites tend to also rate low for elements such as the number of 
ancillary facilities (i.e. litter bins and parking), sufficient disabled access and adequate 
boundary fencing at all entrances.  
 
Further to this, Fletcher Way Play Area is observed as having significant quality issues 
with its surfaces being slippery and uneven.  
 
Observations from the site visit audit noted a number of play provision sites that may 
need improvements to play equipment, mainly due to being old and outdated: 
 
 Eldon Way Play & Games Area 
 Marshall Close Play Area 
 Mill Pond Way Play Area 
 Roman Fields Play Area 
 Sproule Close Play Area 
 Wills Close Play Area 
 
It is recognised however that some of the above sites may not be considered as a priority 
by the Council in terms of their own play strategy and therefore the above list should be 
considered in the context of this. 
 
In addition to these observations, a number of respondents to the Parks and Open 
Spaces Survey made comments regarding children’s play areas suggesting some sites 
are in need of an update.  
 
In general, most play provision sites score highly for quality, ranging from 60% to 97%. 
However, the highest rated sites in Arun are Hotham Park Play Area, Mewsbrook Park 
Play Area and Flansham Lane Play Area, all scoring 97%. This is unsurprising given that 
both Mewsbrook Park Play Area and Mewsbrook Park Play Area have in recent years 
received investment. Mewsbrook Park Play Area was updated through funding from 
Veolia, whilst Hotham Park Play Area has benefitted from investment from ADC, 
government playbuilder fund, and local groups including the Park’s Heritage Trust. 
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These sites rate highly due to a range and excellent condition of play equipment. They 
also benefit from additional features such as seating, bins, fencing and safety barriers. 
Further to this, these sites have sufficient disables access, good signage, and adequate 
controls to prevent illegal use, as well as being situated within larger well maintained 
sites.  
 
The views of respondents to the Parks and Open Spaces Survey also reflect the 
generally high quality of provision throughout Arun. Most respondents rate quality of 
children’s play areas as quite satisfactory (35%) or very satisfactory (15%) compared to 
those that view it as quite dissatisfactory (7%) or very dissatisfactory (4%). Further to this 
most respondents rate the quality of youth provision as quite satisfactory (22%) or very 
satisfactory (20%), with a minority reporting it to be quite dissatisfactory (10%) or very 
dissatisfactory (5%).  
 
7.5 Value 
 
To determine whether sites are high or low value (as recommended by the Companion 
Guidance) site assessment scores are colour-coded against a baseline threshold (high 
being green and low being red). The table overleaf summarises the results of the value 
assessment for children and young people in Arun. A threshold of 20% is applied in order 
to identify high and low value. Further explanation of the value scoring and thresholds can 
be found in Part 2 (Methodology).  
 
Table 7.6: Value ratings for provision for children and young people by analysis area 
 

Analysis area Maximum 
score 

Scores Spread No. of sites 

Lowest 
score 

Average 
score 

Highest 
score 

Low 

<20% 

High 

>20% 

  

East Arun 39 10% 44% 77% 57% 4 34 

South Downs National 
Park 

39 41% 50% 59% 18% 0 4 

West Arun 39 5% 51% 77% 72% 2 43 

ARUN 39 5% 48% 77% 72% 6 81 

 
Nearly all play provision in Arun (93%), is rated as being above the threshold for value. 
This demonstrates the role play provision provides in allowing children to play but also the 
contribution sites make in terms of giving children and young people safe places to learn, 
to socialise with others and in creating aesthetically pleasing local environments.  
 
Only six sites rate below the threshold for value: 
 
 Brickfield Close Play Area (5%) 
 Carnation Close Play Area (10%) 
 Eldon Way Play & Games Area (10%) 
 Fletcher Way Play Area (10%) 
 Mill Pond Way Play Area (15%) 
 Kingfisher Drive West Play Area (18%) 
 
These sites are observed as having a limited range of equipment and fewer features as 
well as having lower standards of overall maintenance. Subsequently, level of use and 
value is deemed low.  
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Sites scoring particularly high for value tend to reflect the size and amount/range as well 
as standard of equipment present on site. Some of the highest scoring sites include 
Queens Golden Jubilee Play Area (77%) and Felpham Rec Play Area (77%). 
 
Diverse equipment to cater for a range of ages is important and can contribute to a sites 
value. More specifically, provision such as skate park facilities and MUGAs are often 
highly valued forms of play; helping to cater for older age ranges.  
 
It is also important to recognise the benefits of play in terms of healthy, active lifestyles, 
social inclusion and interaction between children plus its developmental and educational 
value. The importance of play and of children’s rights to play in their local communities is 
essential.  
 
7.6 Summary 

 

Provision for children and young people summary 

 There are 87 play provision sites in Arun; a total of over five hectares. 

 Most play provision is identified as being of LAP (44%) classification; small landscaped 
areas designed for young children, with age specific equipment.  

 There is relatively even distribution of play provision sites across Arun. East Arun Analysis 
Area has 0.05 hectares per 1,000 population and the West Arun Analysis Areas has 0.04 
hectares per 1,000 population. South Downs Analysis Area has 0.06 hectares per 1,000 
population. 

 There is a good spread of children’s play provision across Arun, with all areas with a 
greater population density being within a 15-minute walking distance of children’s play 
provision. 

 There is a generally high standard of play provision within Arun, with (80%) of sites scoring 
above the threshold for quality.  Lower scoring sites tend to have fewer pieces of 
equipment lower standards of overall quality and maintenance. There are a number of sites 
observed as potentially being in need of refurbishment. However, this should be 
undertaken in accordance with the Councils own Play Strategy priorities. 

 All play provision (with the exception of six sites) rate above the threshold for value; 
reflecting the important role such sites provide. 

 Quantity of provision is viewed as being sufficient. However, quality of equipment and 
surfaces at a number of sites may require attention. 
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PART 8: ALLOTMENTS 
 
8.1 Introduction 
 
Allotments is a typology which covers open spaces that provide opportunities for those 
people who wish to do so to grow their own produce as part of the long term promotion of 
sustainability, health and social interaction. This includes provision such as allotments, 
community gardens and city farms. 
 
8.2 Current provision 
 
There are 24 sites classified as allotments in Arun District Council, equating to almost 25 
hectares. No site size threshold has been applied and as such all provision identified is 
included within the audit. 
 
Table 8.1: Distribution of allotment sites by analysis area 
 

Analysis area Allotments 

Number of sites Size (ha) Current standard  

(Ha per 1,000 population) 

East Arun  13 12.13 0.19 

South Downs National Park 1 0.16 0.01 

West Arun  10 12.42 0.14 

Arun District Council  24 24.71 0.16 

 
The majority of the allotment provision within Arun is split between East and West Arun 
analysis areas, with only a single allotment site within the South Downs and National Park 
Analysis Area.  
 
Worthing Road, Littlehampton is the largest allotment site in the District (4.13 hectares) 
followed by Amberley Drive Allotments at 2.87 hectares.  
 
The National Society of Allotment and Leisure Gardeners (NSALG) suggests a national 
standard of 20 allotments per 1,000 households (20 per 2,000 people based on two 
people per house or one per 100 people). This equates to 0.25 hectares per 1,000 
population based on an average plot-size of 250 square metres (0.025 hectares per plot).  
 
Arun, as a whole, based on its current population (154,414) does not meet the NSALG 
standard. Using this suggested standard, the minimum amount of allotment provision 
required for Arun is 38.60 hectares. Therefore, there is a shortfall of 13.89 hectares. This 
is unsurprising given that all three analysis areas have a shortfall in allotment provision, 
with the South Downs and National Park Analysis Area having the largest shortfall. The 
current provision in South Downs National Park (0.07 hectares per 1,000 population) is 
15.54 hectares short of the NSALG standard.  
 
8.3 Accessibility 
 
The Parks and Open Spaces Survey found the most common travel time expected by 
respondents which have an opinion is 15 minute by car (7%).  
 
Figure 8.1 overleaf shows a 15-minute drive time catchment applied to allotments to help 
inform where deficiencies in provision may be located. 
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Figure 8.1: Allotments with 15 minute drive time mapped against analysis areas  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 8.3: Key to sites mapped 
 

Site 
ID 

Site name Analysis area Quality 
score 

Value 
score 

214 Howard Road Allotments East Arun 44.8% 39.3% 

465 Priory Road Allotments East Arun 59.5% 41.0% 

466 Fitzalan Road Allotments East Arun 44.8% 49.2% 

467 Fort Road Allotments East Arun 65.5% 49.2% 

468 Trinidad Allotments East Arun 64.7% 49.2% 

469 Mill Lane East Arun 63.8% 39.3% 

470 Worthing Road, Littlehampton East Arun 61.2% 49.2% 

471 Penfold Lane East Arun 56.0% 49.2% 

472 Conbar Avenue East Arun 65.5% 49.2% 

473 Worthing Road, Rustington East Arun 63.8% 49.2% 

474 Roundstone Drive East Arun 45.7% 47.5% 

475 Honey Lane Allotments East Arun 63.8% 41.0% 

476 Henty Arms Allotments East Arun 54.3% 49.2% 

477 Findon Allotments South Downs 
National Park 

56.9% 

 

49.2% 

 

456 Amberley Drive Allotments West Arun 63.8% 41.0% 

457 Sandringham Way/Gravits Lane West Arun 61.2% 49.2% 

458 Chichester Road West Arun 69.0% 41.0% 

459 Brooks Lane West Arun 57.8% 49.2% 

460 Hook Lane West Arun 59.5% 41.0% 

461 Felpham Way Allotments 1 West Arun 53.4% 41.0% 

462 Felpham Way Allotments 2 West Arun 71.6% 49.2% 

463 Hobbs Allotments West Arun 59.5% 47.5% 
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Site 
ID 

Site name Analysis area Quality 
score 

Value 
score 

464 Yapton Allotments West Arun 57.8% 49.2% 

478 The Nurseries West Arun 66.4% 41.0% 

 
All three analysis areas are well served by allotment provision based on a 15-minute walk 
time catchment. There is only a few small gap identified in the south of the East Analysis 
Area and West Analysis Area.  
 
Of the Parks and Open Spaces Survey respondents which have an opinion, a higher 
proportion of respondents (41%) state being either quite satisfied or very satisfied. 
Further to this, only 8% report being either quite dissatisfied or very dissatisfied. The 
individuals concerned with access to such provision are likely to be plot holders or 
interested individuals.  
 
Although shortfalls are noted through using NSALG standards, evidence from catchment 
mapping and survey responses suggest that new allotment sites are not a priority. 
However, increasing the number of plots at excising sites to meet demand should the 
main focus.  
 
Ownership management and maintenance 
 
There is a mix of responsibility in terms of the management and maintenance of allotment 
sites in Arun. However, most are the responsibility of town and parish councils. For 
example, five allotment sites; Howard Road, Fort Road, Trinidad, Mill Lane and Worthing 
Road, Littlehampton are maintained by Littlehampton Town Council. The size of plots on 
these sites vary. In order to qualify for a plot on one of these sites, individuals must live 
within the Littlehampton Parish Boundary. The Town Council conducts monthly 
inspections to ensure plots are being cultivated and kept weed-free, safe and tidy. 
 
Findon Parish Council currently has one allotment site (Findon Allotments) containing 12 
plots and a waiting list due to high demand. Felpham Way Allotments 1 and 2 are owned, 
managed and maintained by Felpham Parish Council.  
 
Rustington Parish Council owns and is responsible for the management of 130 plots 
across three sites; Penfold Lane, Conbar Avenue and Worthing Road, Rustington.  
 
Ford, Middleton on Sea, and Clymping parish councils own two allotments; Hobbs 
Allotments and Yapton Allotments. These sites are managed by a committee of Allotment 
holders. In order to qualify for a plot on one of these sites, individuals must reside in the 
parishes of Ford, Middleton on Sea or Clymping. 
 
Honey Lane Allotments is owned by Goring Farm and is leased by Angmering Parish 
Council. The site is run by Angmering Allotment Association. The Association is 
responsible for maintaining the site and ensuring that individual plots are well kept; this 
site has 130 plots and currently has a waiting list of up to 40 people.  
 
Further to this, a number of sites are managed by Arun Housing, including Roundstone 
Drive, for example and Bognor Allotment Holders Association manages and maintains 
two allotment sites; Amberley Drive Allotments and Chichester Road.  
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There are a number of sites for which the ownership and management is unknown. The 
assumption has been made that these sites are run by parish councils which did not 
respond to survey, or are privately owned. 
 
Demand 
 
Consultation highlights a steady demand for the continuing provision of allotment sites 
and plots across the area. Demand would appear to outweigh supply; demonstrated by 
waiting lists at a number of sites including Findon and Honey Lane allotments.  
 
8.4 Quality 
 
To determine whether sites are high or low quality (as recommended by the Companion 
Guidance) the site assessment scores have been colour-coded against a baseline 
threshold (high being green and low being red). The table below summarises the results 
of the quality assessment for allotments in Arun. A threshold of 50% is applied in order to 
identify high and low quality. Further explanation of how the quality scores and thresholds 
are derived can be found in Part 2 (Methodology).  
 
Table 8.5: Quality ratings for allotments by analysis area 
 

Analysis area Maximum 
score 

Scores Spread No. of sites 

Lowest 
score 

Average 
score 

Highest 
score 

Low 

<50% 

High 

>50% 

  

East Arun 116 45% 58% 66% 21% 3 10 

South Downs National 
Park 

116 57% 57% 57% 0% 0 1 

West Arun 116 53% 62% 72% 18% 0 10 

Arun 116 45% 60% 72% 27% 3 21 

 
The majority (88%) of allotment sites in Arun score above the threshold for quality. The 
only analysis area to have sites scoring below the threshold is the East Arun Analysis 
Area.  
 
The highest scoring allotment sites in Arun are Felpham Way Allotment 2 (71%), 
Chichester Road (69%) and The Nurseries (66%). These sites score well due to a good 
standard of maintenance and cleanliness, as well as good fencing, clear signage, well-
maintained pathways and adequate controls to prevent illegal use. Furthermore, these 
sites all have good links to public transport and parking. Additionally, all three sites have 
access to a fresh water supply and shelter for users of the site.  
 
The sites in the District that score below the quality threshold are: 
 
 Rounstone Drive (45.7%) 
 Fitzalan Road Allotments (44.8%) 
 Howard Road Allotments (44.8%) 
 
Despite scoring below the threshold for quality, none of these sites have specific quality 
issues and all score well for overall maintenance and cleanliness. These sites tend to 
score lower due to fewer ancillary facilities such as bins, as well as not having site 
specific features such as shelter and fresh water supply.  
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A point to note, is that these sites only score marginally below the quality threshold and 
mainly score lower due to being compared to good numbers of excellent quality sites, 
which reflects high standard of allotment provision in the area.  
 
8.5 Value 
 
In order to determine whether sites are high or low value (as recommended by the 
Companion Guidance) site assessments scores have been colour-coded against a 
baseline threshold (high being green and low being red). The table below summarises the 
results. A threshold of 20% is applied to identify high and low value. Further explanation 
of how the value scores and thresholds are derived can be found in Part 2 (Methodology).  
 
Table 8.6: Value ratings for allotments by analysis area 
 

Analysis area Maximum 
score 

Scores Spread No. of sites 

Lowest 
score 

Average 
score 

Highest 
score 

Low 

<20% 

High 

>20% 

  

East Arun 61 39% 46% 49% 10% 0 13 

South Downs National 
Park 

61 49% 49% 49% 0% 0 1 

West Arun 61 41% 45% 49% 8% 0 10 

Arun 61 39% 46% 49% 10% 0 24 

 
All allotment sites in Arun are assessed as high value. This is a reflection of the 
associated social inclusion and health benefits, amenity value and the sense of place 
offered by such forms of provision.  
 
The majority of sites score similarly for value which is a reflection of their observed high 
levels of use. The value of allotments is further demonstrated by the existence of waiting 
lists identified in the area, signalling demand for provision.  
 
8.6 Summary  

 
 

Allotments summary 

 There are 24 allotments sites in Arun: equating to over 24 hectares. Of these, five are 
managed by Littlehampton Town Council, with others being managed by other parish 
councils, allotment associations, or are privately owned.   

 Current provision for Arun is below the NSALG recommended amount. All three analysis 
areas fall short of the NSALG standard, however, South Downs and National Park Analysis 
Area has the biggest shortfall.  

 There are currently waiting lists for allotments within Arun suggesting that demand for 
allotments is not currently being met by supply.  

 Well over half of sites (88%) score above the quality threshold. None of the three sites which 
score below the threshold have specific quality issues and mainly score lower due to being 
compared to other sites of an excellent quality.  

 All allotment sites are assessed as high value reflecting the associated social inclusion and 
health benefits, their amenity value and the sense of place offered by provision.  

 With waiting lists, continuing measures should be explored to provide additional plots in the 
future.  
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PART 9: CEMETERIES/CHURCHYARDS 
 
9.1 Introduction 
 
Cemeteries and churchyards include areas for quiet contemplation and burial of the dead. 
Sites can often be linked to the promotion of wildlife conservation and biodiversity. 
 
9.2 Current provision 
 
There are 29 sites classified as churchyards and cemeteries in Arun, equating to over 27 
hectares. No site size threshold has been applied and as such all identified provision is 
included within the audit. 
 
Table 9.1: Distribution of cemeteries by analysis area 
 

Analysis area Cemeteries/churchyards 

Number of sites Size (ha) 

East Arun 8 10.16 

South Downs and National Park 6 3.16 

West Arun 15 14.49 

Arun  29 27.81 

 
The largest contributor to burial provision in the area is Littlehampton Cemetery at 5.65 
hectares, located in the East Arun Analysis Area. This is followed by Chalcraft Cemetery 
(4.64 hectares) and Bognor Cemetery (4.03 hectares) situated in the West Arun Analysis 
Area.  
 
Four of the five cemeteries in the District are still open for burials. Bognor Regis 
Cemetery is no longer taking new burials; however, family graves can be reopened. 
 
Consultation with Arun District Council identifies 15 years of remaining burial capacity at 
Chalcraft Cemetery and a further 13 years remaining at Littlehampton Cemetery. 
However, the Council has recently purchased a piece of land situated next to Chalcraft 
Cemetery, in order to increase the remaining burial capacity.  
 
9.3 Accessibility  
 
No accessibility standard is set for this typology and there is no realistic requirement to 
set such standards. Provision should be based on burial demand.   
 
Figure 9.1 overleaf shows cemeteries and churchyards mapped against analysis areas. 
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Figure 9.1: Cemetery sites mapped against analysis area 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 9.2: Key to sites mapped 
 

Site 
ID 

Site name Analysis area Quality 
score 

Value 
score 

21 Arundel Cemetery East Arun 55.6% 31.2% 

257 Littlehampton Cemetery East Arun 62.3% 36.4% 

379 St. Mary's Church Yard East Preston East Arun 54.2% 42.9% 

380 St. Marys Church Yard Littlehampton East Arun 56.3% 44.2% 

510 St Mary Magdalene, Lyminster  East Arun 51.5% 44.2% 

514 St Catherine's Church, Littlehampton East Arun 53.9% 50.6% 

520 St Margaret's Church, Angmering East Arun 65.4% 57.1% 

535 St Nicholas, Poling East Arun 53.2% 57.1% 

136 Findon Cemetery South Downs 
National Park 

51.4% 23.4% 

381 St. Nicholas Church Yard Arundel South Downs 
National Park 

53.5% 36.4% 

532 St Mary's, Slindon South Downs 
National Park 

65.1% 70.1% 

533 St Richards, Slindon South Downs 
National Park 

47.2% 50.6% 

534 St Mary's, Burpham South Downs 
National Park 

57.9% 50.6% 

539 St John the Baptist, Findon South Downs 
National Park 

58.3% 37.7% 

64 Bognor Cemetery West Arun 61.5% 51.9% 

87 Chalcraft Cemetery West Arun 64.1% 58.4% 

369 South Bersted Church Yard West Arun 30.3% 50.6% 

382 St. Nicholas Church Yard Middleton West Arun 41.3% 44.2% 
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Site 
ID 

Site name Analysis area Quality 
score 

Value 
score 

484 St Thomas a Beckett Church, 
Pagham  

West Arun 50.7% 57.1% 

485 St Wilfrid Church West Arun 54.2% 42.9% 

486 St Mary's Felpham West Arun 61.3% 63.6% 

487 Holy Cross, North Berstead West Arun 49.7% 42.9% 

488 St Richards Church, Aldwick West Arun 56.3% 42.9% 

489 St Marys the Virgin Church, 
Barnham 

West Arun 47.5% 55.8% 

490 St Georges Church, Eastergate West Arun 41.6% 51.9% 

512 St Mary C of E Church, Yapton West Arun 57.8% 57.1% 

513 Walberton Church West Arun 51.1% 57.1% 

515 St Mary, Climping West Arun 61.2% 57.1% 

516 St Andrew by-the-Ford West Arun 44.5% 49.4% 

 
In terms of provision, mapping demonstrates a fairly even distribution across the area. As 
noted, the need for additional cemetery provision should be driven by the requirement for 
burial demand and capacity. 
 
Most respondents to the Parks and Open Spaces Survey tend to rate the amount of 
cemetery provision as being quite satisfactory (30%) or very satisfactory (11%). In 
addition, just over a quarter of respondents (27%) rate being neither satisfied nor 
dissatisfied with the amount of provision. 
 
Ownership, management and maintenance  

The Council owns, manages and maintains five cemeteries in the District; Arundel 
Cemetery, Bognor Cemetery, Chalcraft Cemetery, Findon Cemetery and Littlehampton 
Cemetery. Further to this, the Council also maintains five closed churchyards: 
 
 St. Mary's Church Yard East Preston 
 St. Marys Church Yard Littlehampton 
 St. Nicholas Church Yard Arundel 
 St. Nicholas Church Yard Middleton 
 
The Council also maintains St James in Littlehampton. However, this is of a particularly 
small size (below the threshold) and therefore not included as part of the audit.  
 
Arun District Council Parks and Greenspace Team manage all of the sites owned and 
maintained by the Council. All maintenance of these sites is currently carried out through 
the contractors ISS Waterers.  
 
The other churchyards identified within Arun are managed and maintained by each 
individual church. The Diocese of Chichester is the governing body for many of these 
sites. 
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9.4 Quality 
 
To determine whether sites are high or low quality (as recommended by the Companion 
Guidance) site assessments scores are colour-coded against a baseline threshold (high 
being green and low being red). The table below summarises the results of the quality 
assessment for cemeteries in Arun. A threshold of 50% is applied in order to identify high 
and low quality. Further explanation of how the quality scores and threshold are derived 
can be found in Part 2 (Methodology).  
 
Table 9.4: Quality ratings for cemeteries by analysis area 
 

Analysis area Maximum 
score 

Scores Spread No. of sites  

Lowest 
score 

Average 
score 

Highest 
score 

Low 

<50% 

High 

>50% 

  

East Arun 142 52% 57% 65% 13% 0 8 

South Downs National 
Park 

142 47% 56% 65% 3% 1 5 

West Arun 142 30% 52% 64% 34% 6 9 

Arun  142 30% 54% 65% 35% 7 22 

 
The majority of cemeteries and churchyards in Arun (76%) rate above the threshold set 
for quality. There are seven sites that rate below the threshold. Nearly all are located in 
West Arun with the exception of St Richards, Slindon in the South Downs National Park 
Analysis Area. Two sites, Nicholas Churchyard Middleton and South Bersted Churchyard, 
are maintained by Arun Council.  
 
These sites are reported to have fewer ancillary facilities and a lower overall standard of 
maintenance. They also lack specific features such as furniture, gardens of remembrance 
and children’s burial areas. Moreover, the sites are noted as having loose headstones, 
which can significantly affect a sites appearance.  
 
The highest scoring site for quality is the Chalcraft Cemetery in West Arun Analysis Area 
with a score of 64%. This site has excellent overall maintenance and appearance. In 
addition, it has a wide range of ancillary facilities including signage, litterbins, seats and 
benches, all of which are maintained to a high standard. Furthermore, site observations 
highlight sufficient controls to prevent illegal use, good disabled access, well maintained 
pathways and conservation of natural features such as trees. Adding further to the site’s 
quality are site specific features including furniture and a children’s burial area.  
 
Most other sites that rate above the threshold score similarly to each other, suggesting a 
generally high quality. The high scores are predominantly due to them being maintained 
to a good standard as well as having a number of features such as signage and benches.    
 
Observations from the site visits and responses from Parks and Open Spaces Survey 
highlight the generally high level of provision overall. Most respondents (41%) are either 
very satisfied (11%) or quite satisfied (30%) with the quality of provision. Further to this, 
only 3% of respondents state being quite dissatisfied.  
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9.5 Value 
 
To determine whether sites are high or low value (as recommended by the Companion 
Guidance) site assessment scores are colour-coded against a baseline threshold (high 
being green and low being red). The table below summarises the results of the value 
assessment for cemeteries in Arun. A threshold of 20% is applied in order to identify high 
and low value. Further explanation of how the value scores and threshold are derived can 
be found in Part 2 (Methodology).  
 
Table 9.5: Value ratings for cemeteries by analysis area 
 

Analysis area Maximum 
score 

Scores Spread No. of sites 

Lowest 
score 

Average 
score 

Highest 
score 

Low 

<20% 

High 

>20% 

  

East Arun 77 31% 46% 57% 13% 0 8 

South Downs National 
Park 

77 23% 45% 70% 47% 0 6 

West Arun 77 43% 52% 64% 21% 0 15 

Arun  77 23% 49% 70% 47% 0 29 

 
All identified cemeteries and churchyards are assessed as being of high value, reflecting 
the role they play in community life. In addition, the cultural/heritage value of sites and the 
sense of place they provide to and for the local community are acknowledged in the site 
assessment data. Sites also often receive a score for value from their contribution to 
wildlife/habitats or sense of place to the local environment. 
 
Even those sites which score below the threshold for quality rate above the threshold for 
value. As noted above, despite this, they still obviously provide a role to the communities 
they serve. This is evidenced by assessments reporting a high number of the sites having 
local heritage, historical interest and sense of place within their community.  
 
Cemeteries and churchyards are important natural resources, offering both recreational 
and conservation benefits. As well as providing burial space, cemeteries and churchyards 
can offer important low impact recreational benefits (e.g. habitat provision, wildlife 
watching). 
 
9.6 Summary 
 

Cemeteries summary 

 Arun has 29 cemeteries and churchyards equating to over 27 hectares of provision. 

 The largest contributor to burial provision in the area is Littlehampton Cemetery at 5.65 
hectares, located in the East Arun Analysis Area.  

 Four out of the five cemeteries in Arun are open for burials. Chalcraft Cemetery has over 
15 years of burial capacity remaining and Littlehampton Cemetery has a further 13 years. 

 There is a fairly even distribution of provision across Arun. Need for additional cemetery 
provision should be driven by requirement for burial demand and capacity. 

 The majority of cemeteries and churchyards rate as high for quality. However, seven rate 
below the threshold; due to having fewer features such as bins, signage and specific 
features such as a children’s burial area. 

 All cemeteries are assessed as high value in Arun, reflecting the role they have within 
communities as well as their cultural and heritage value.  
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PART 10: CIVIC SPACE 
 
10.1 Introduction 
 
The civic space typology includes civic and market squares and other hard surfaced 
areas designed for pedestrians, providing a setting for civic buildings, public 
demonstrations and community events.  
 
10.2 Current provision 
 
There are six civic space sites, equating to less than one hectare of provision, identified in 
Arun. In addition, there are likely to be other informal pedestrian areas, streets or squares 
which residents may view as providing similar roles and functions as civic spaces.  
 
Table 10.1: Distribution of civic spaces by analysis area 
 

Analysis area Civic space 

Number of sites Size (ha) 

East Arun 5 0.31 

South Downs National Park - - 

West Arun 3 0.13 

Arun 8 0.44 

 
Sites are observed as being war memorials, promenades and/or town square type 
facilities. No provision is noted in the South Downs National Park. This is likely to be 
attributed to it being made up of rural settlements with less densely populated areas.  
 
A site size could not be designated for two sites; East Bank, Littlehampton in East Arun 
and Bognor Regis Promenade in West Arun. Defining the boundary of both sites is 
difficult to determine. However, for civic space the approach for provision is not based on 
hectares per 1,000 popuklation. Therefore, whilst both sites do not have a site size they 
are recognised as providing a role and function to the communities they serve. 
 
10.3 Accessibility 
 
No accessibility standard has been set for civic spaces. Figure 10.1 shows civic spaces 
mapped against analysis areas. 
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Figure 10.1: Civic spaces mapped against analysis areas  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 10.2: Key to sites mapped 
 

Site 
ID 

Site name Analysis area Quality 
score 

Value 
score 

259 Littlehampton Town Square East Arun 59.0% 34.5% 

260 Littlehampton War Memorial East Arun 54.2% 40.5% 

359 Sea Road Promenade East Arun 51.3% 71.4% 

416 The Square (War Memorial) East Arun 57.2% 46.4% 

482 East Bank, Littlehampton East Arun 79.3% 61.9% 

68 Bognor Regis War Memorial West Arun 52.5% 52.4% 

481 Station Square West Arun 62.4% 56.0% 

483 Bognor Regis Promenade West Arun 82.2% 67.9% 

 
The South Downs National Park is without access to designated civic space provision. 
However, it is reasonable to accept that formal civic space may only be at existing sites 
of provision especially in areas of greater population density.  
 
10.4 Quality 
 
In order to determine whether sites are high or low quality (as recommended by 
guidance); the scores from the site assessments have been colour-coded against a 
baseline threshold (high being green and low being red). The table below summarises 
the results of the quality assessment for civic spaces in Arun. A threshold of 50% is 
applied in order to identify high and low quality. Further explanation of how the quality 
scores and thresholds are derived can be found in Part 2 (Methodology).  
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Table 10.3: Quality ratings for civic spaces by analysis area 

Analysis area Maximum 
score 

Scores Spread No. of sites 

Lowest 
score 

Average 
score 

Highest 
score 

Low 

<50% 

High 

>50% 

  

East Arun 130 51% 60% 79% 28% 0 5 

South Downs National 
Park 

130 - - - - - - 

West Arun 130 53% 66% 82% 29% 0 3 

Arun 130 51% 62% 82% 31% 0 8 

 
All eight civic space sites score above the set threshold for quality. The highest scoring 
site for quality is Bognor Regis Promenade in East Arun with a score of 82%. East Bank, 
Littlehampton in East Arun also scores noticeably high with a score of 79%. All other sites 
rate above the threshold, suggesting a generally high quality.  
 
The high scores are predominantly due to them being maintained to a good standard as 
well as having a number of ancillary features such as signage and benches. Further to 
this, feedback from the Parks and Open Spaces Survey also highlights the generally high 
level of provision overall.  
 
10.5 Value 
 
To determine whether sites are high or low value (as recommended by the Companion 
Guidance) site assessment scores have been colour-coded against a baseline threshold 
(high being green and low being red). The table below summarises the results of the 
value assessment for civic spaces in Arun. A threshold of 20% is applied in order to 
identify high and low value. Further explanation of how the value scores and thresholds 
are derived can be found in Part 2 (Methodology). 
 
Table 10.4: Value ratings for civic spaces by analysis area 
 

Analysis area Maximum 
score 

Scores Spread No. of sites 

Lowest 
score 

Average 
score 

Highest 
score 

Low 

<20% 

High 

>20% 

  

East Arun 84 35% 51% 71% 36% 0 5 

South Downs National 
Park 

84 - - - - - - 

West Arun 84 52% 59% 68% 16% 0 3 

Arun 84 35% 47% 71% 37% 0 8 

 
All identified civic spaces are assessed as being of high value, reflecting the role in 
community lives. In addition, the cultural/heritage value of sites and the sense of place 
they provide to and for local communities are acknowledged in the site assessment data. 
Sites also often receive a score for value from their contribution to social inclusion/health 
benefits and/or sense of place to the local area. 
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10.6 Summary 
 

Civic space summary 

 There are eight sites classified as civic spaces in Arun; equating to less than one hectare of 
provision.  

 The South Downs National Park is without access to designated civic space provision. 
However, it is reasonable to accept that formal civic space may only be at existing sites of 
provision especially in areas of greater population density. 

 All civic spaces are also assessed as high value in Arun, reflecting that generally provision 
has a cultural/heritage role and provide a sense of place to the local area and community. 
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PART 11: GREEN CORRIDORS 
 
11.1 Introduction 
 
The green corridors typology can include sites that offer opportunities for walking, cycling 
or horse riding, whether for leisure purposes or travel. Such sites can also provide 
opportunities for wildlife migration. This may include river and canal banks, road and rail 
corridors, cycling routes, pedestrian paths, rights of way and permissive paths. 
 
This study does not look to identify and/or categorise green corridor provision due to the 
extent of provision which could potentially exist and be classified as green corridors. 
Subsequently, provision has not been identified, assessed or mapped due to the variation 
and extent in which provision could be identified.  
 
11.2 Current provision 
 
It is however recognised that there is likely to be a variety of forms of provision (e.g. 
pathways, PROW, pedestrian areas, streets) which residents may view as providing roles 
and functions of green corridors. 
 
For example, Two Acres in East Preston (within the East Arun Analysis Area) is a 
pathway linking Sea Lane to Sea Road. The site is likely to perform a role to some extent 
as a green corridor. 
 
There are also likely to be a number of sites across Arun with secondary functions similar 
to green corridors. For instance, the sites identified as greensward provision along the 
beach front in Rustington are included in the study as amenity greenspace. However, 
such sites will also provide opportunities associated with green corridors. 
 
Part of the National Route 2 of the National Cycle Network also runs through the area. 
This is a long distance cycle route (361 miles) which when complete, will link Dover in 
Kent with St. Austell in Cornwall via the south coast of England. In Arun, the route runs 
from Littlehampton to Yapton and on to Bognor Regis; where it runs along the seafront. 
 
It is important that the role green corridors provide in linking sites and places together is 
recognised. Such forms of provision can encourage people to adopt healthy active 
lifestyles by walking or cycling between places rather than using a car or public transport.  
 
The role of green corridors in the design stages of new areas of developments should be 
a key consideration; either as standalone provision or as part of a secondary role within a 
wider open space site. 
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APPENDICES  
 
Appendix One: Example Quality and Value scoring sheet 
 

KKPref:

Sub typology

Time Weather

(Tick if present)

Entrance opens onto safe/busy 

areas with natural surveillance 

from public spaces, roads, 

footpaths

5

Entrance opens onto safe/busy 

areas with natural surveillance 

from public spaces, roads, 

footpaths

5

Flat (whole site)

5

Overlooked by housing on every 

side

5

No

Appropriate number and location of 

ramps/guards rails within the site to 

improve access. No improvements 

required.

5

No

Appropraite fencing for the site. No 

improvements required. Good 

condition.

5

NoControls to prevent illegal use  Yes

Are there any controls to prevent illegal use installed within the site? 

If No, would it be of benefit/appropriate to the site?

Adequacy

Noticeable gaps that require 

attention. Poor quality

Adequate fencing but could be 

improved. Variable quality

1 2 3 4

Boundary fencing Yes

Is boundary fencing installed around the site? 

If No, would it be of benefit/appropriate to the site?

Adequacy

Some ramps/guard rails, but 

noticeable gaps that require 

attention.

Adequate number of 

ramps/guard rails within the 

site but could be improved.

1 2 3 4

Ramps and guard rails Yes

Are ramps and guard rails installed within the site? 

If No, would it be of benefit/appropriate to the site?

Personal security

Not overlooked Overlooked by other land use Overlooked by housing on 

one side

Overlooked by housing on 

most sides

1 2 3 4

Gradient and value

Steep slope (whole site) Steep sloped area/s Some irregular land Gentle slopes

1 2 3 4

Other entrances

Entrances do not open onto 

safe/busy areas and no 

natural surveillance from public 

spaces, roads, footpaths

Entrance opens onto 

reasonably safe/busy area 

with some natural surveillance 

from public spaces, roads and 

footpaths

1 2 3 4

Main entrance

Entrance does not open onto 

safe/busy areas and no 

natural surveillance from public 

spaces, roads, footpaths

Entrance opens onto 

reasonably safe/busy area 

with some natural surveillance 

from public spaces, roads and 

footpaths

1 2 3 4

Public transport links/stops Minimum entrance widths of 1.5m (to allow 

for wheelchair access)

Safe crossing places Directional signposts

Date

Physical access (Tick if present) Access - social

Road name

Primary typology of open 

space

Land owner

OPEN SPACE SITE ASSESSMENT 

Name of site
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No

Adequately meets the needs of the 

site in terms of size and type.

5

Car park is well located and 

appropriate for the size, type and 

usage of the site.

5

Good quality i.e. level surface, well 

marked, free from pot holes, feels 

safe. 

5

(Tick if appropriate)

No

Toilets well signed, easy access, 

well maintained and free from 

graffiti/vandalism

2 4 5

No

Adequate number of benches, all 

located at appropriate strategic 

places

2 4 5

All of seats/benches appropriately 

designed and appropriate for the 

size, type and character of the site.

2 4 5

All seats/benches well maintained 

with no graffiti/vandalism

2 4 5

Maintenance

Seats/benches poorly maintained with 

graffiti/vandalism

Some seats/benches poorly maintained 

with graffiti/vandalism

1 3

1 3

Appropriateness of provision

Seats/benches poorly designed (e.g., for 

disabled/elderly users) and is inappropriate for 

the size, type and character of the site 

Approximately half of seats/benches 

appropriately designed and appropriate for 

the size, type and character of the site.

1 3

How many seats/benches are provided

If No, would it be of benefit/appropriate to the site?

Number and location

Small number of seats/benches, none of which 

are located at strategic places

Reasonable number of seats/benches, 

some of which are placed at strategic 

places

1 3

Seats/benches Yes

Are seats/benches provided at the site

Disabled toilet available

If No, would it be of benefit/appropriate to the site?

Accessibility and appearance

No signage, poor access, poorly maintained 

and graffiti/vandalism

Toilets reasonably signed, reasonable 

access, reasonably maintained, some 

evidence of graffiti/vandalism

Signage that detracts from the quality of the site 

i.e. too many signs that clutter a site

Toilets Yes

Toilets provided within/adjacent to the site

Well maintained and free from graffiti/vandalism Evidence of site marketing (e.g., 

noticeboard)

Basic up to date information given Signs at accessible height

Parking well signed Signs situated at entrance and strategic 

points

Easy to read/clear messages (including 

warning of potential hazards)

(Where appropriate) maps and graphics 

used

1 2 3 4

Information/signage (Tick if appropraite) Information/signage

1 2 3 4

Quality

Poor quality i.e. pot holes, 

poorly marked, uneven, 

weeds present, secluded, poor 

lighting.

Reasonable quality

1 2 3 4

Appropriateness of provision

Car park is poorly located 

(e.g., for disabled/elderly 

users) and is inappropriate i.e. 

is too big or unnecessary.

Reasonably appropriate for 

the size, type and usage of the 

site.

If No, would it be of benefit/appropriate to the site?

Adequacy

Inadequately meets the needs 

of the site in terms of size and 

type.

Reasonable number of spaces 

but may be at capacity during 

peak times.

Parking Yes

Is specific car parking available for the site? 

Is there parking for disabled users?
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No

Adequate number of tables, all 

located at appropriate strategic 

places

2 4 5

All provision appropriately 

designed and appropriate for the 

size, type and character of the site.

2 4 5

All picnic tables well maintained 

with no graffiti/vandalism

2 4 5

No

Adequate number of bins and/or 

situated appropriately

2 4 5

All provision appropriately 

designed and appropriate for the 

size, type and character of the site.

2 4 5

All bins well maintained with no 

graffiti/vandalism

2 4 5

Maintenance

Poorly maintained and/or graffiti/vandalism Some bins poorly maintained with 

graffiti/vandalism

1 3

1 3

Appropriateness of provision

Provision poorly designed and is inappropriate 

for the size, type and character of the site. 

Approximately half of provision is 

appropriately designed and appropriate for 

the size, type and character of the site.

1 3

Are litter bins provided at the site

If No, would it be of benefit/appropriate to the site?

Number and location

Inadequate number of bins and/or not situated 

appropriately

Some bins visible, but more required

Picnic tables poorly maintained with 

graffiti/vandalism

Some picnic tables poorly maintained with 

graffiti/vandalism

1 3

Litter bins Yes

Appropriateness of provision

Provision poorly designed (e.g., for 

disabled/elderly users) and is inappropriate for 

the size, type and character of the site. 

Approximately half of provision is 

appropriately designed and appropriate for 

the size, type and character of the site.

1 3

Maintenance

If No, would it be of benefit/appropriate to the site?

Number and location

Small number of picnic tables, none of which 

are located at strategic places

Reasonable number of picnic tables, some 

of which are placed at strategic places

1 3

Picnic tables Yes

Are picnic tables provided at the site

How many are provided

 
No

Adequate amount of lighting, well 

placed and effective

2 4 5

All provision appropriately 

designed and appropriate for the 

size, type and character of the site.

2 4 5

Lighting well maintained with no 

graffiti/vandalism

2 4 5

Maintenance

Poorly maintained with graffiti/vandalism Some lighting poorly maintained with 

graffiti/vandalism

1 3

1 3

Appropriateness of provision

Provision poorly designed and is inappropriate 

for the size, type and character of the site. 

Approximately half of provision is 

appropriately designed and appropriate for 

the size, type and character of the site.

1 3

Is lighting provided at the site

If No, would it be of benefit/appropriate to the site?

Number and location

Inadequate amount of lighting, poorly situated 

and ineffective

Some lighting visible, but more required

Lighting Yes
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Excellent appearance with no 

litter/dog foul

5

The site is well drained (no 

evidence of water pools)

5

Landscape, shrub, grassed areas 

and/or flowerbeds are attractive in 

design

5

Landscape, shrub and flowerbeds  

well maintained (pruned, 

weed/litter free)

5

Good surface quality free from pot 

holes and even. Appropriate 

surface material. Suitable for a 

range of users including 

wheelchairs, pushchairs, elderly

5

Very good - Priority conservation 

site (SSSI or LNR)

5

No

Excellent - designed with 

relevance to site design. No graffiti 

etc.

51 2 3 4

Are there any buildings and artifacts on site

If yes, please describe

Maintenance

Very poor condition - 

vandalism and graffiti

Poor condition - some 

evidence of vandalism and 

graffiti

Adequate - not in keeping with 

site heritage, little evidence of 

vandalism

Good condition - no 

evidence of graffiti or 

vandalism

1 2 3 4

Buildings and artifacts (not toilets) Yes

1 2 3 4

Conservation of natural features, wild fauna and flora

Very poor - evidence of 

vandalism

Poor condition - little 

observation of areas managed 

to provide habitats

Adequate - some evidence of 

conservation, e.g., meadow or 

bird/bat boxes

Good condition - 

environmental education 

facilities, maintained to 

attract wildlife. 

1 2 3 4

Paths

Poor surface quality with 

potholes and/or uneven 

paving. Unsuitable surface 

material. Unsuitable for all 

users.

Reasonable quality with some 

evidence of damage to surface 

and suitable for some users.

1 2 3 4

Landscaping maintenance

Landscape, shrub and 

flowerbeds not well maintained 

(not pruned, not weed/litter 

free)

Some well maintained (some 

evidence of pruning, some 

areas not weed/litter free)

1 2 3 4

Landscaping design

Landscape, shrub, grassed 

areas and/or flowerbeds are 

not attractive in design

Half of landscape, shrub, 

grassed areas and/or 

flowerbeds are attractive in 

design

1 2 3 4

Drainage

The site is poorly drained 

(evidence of significant water 

pools)

Some evidence of water pools

SITE QUALITY

Overall maintenance and cleanliness

General appearance is very 

poor. Litter, graffiti is 

considered a large problem

Poor appearance with 

evidence of dog foul, graffiti 

and/or litter

Adequate Good appearance with little 

evidence of litter, graffiti 

and/or dog fouling
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No

Well used

5

Poorly used Reasonably used

1 2 3 4

Does this site connect to any other type of open space that you are aware of? i.e. via a 

cyclepath or footpath 

If so, what type of site or sites (please detail)

Level of use (observations only)

Other _______________

SITE VALUE

Connectivity Yes

Disabled Good site

Families Potential to be enhanced

Visual amenity

Space meets the needs of: 

Elderly Site potential:

Juniors (under 12s) Site being developed at moment

Teenagers Re-evaluate the site

Shelter

Additional site benefits

Cultural value - artwork/events/bandstand/links to BME community /other

Health benefits - describe specifics eg. trim trial, footpaths, cycleways

Fresh water supply Sufficient disabled access

Room for expansion Ownership information on display with 

relevant contacts provided

Toilet facilities

Possible to play ball games Water feature i.e. pond, lake, fountain etc

Allotments Play areas

Sufficient disabled access Safety Barrier at ALL entrance(s)

Evidence of ball games being played Electricity points

Highway verge/roundabout Heritage site

Possible to redevelop as another typology Good quality surface

Surface suitable for wheelchairs Sufficient disabled access

Amenity greenspace Functions held on site

Car access

Sufficient disabled access Used as car park

Visitor facilities Room for expansion

Water feature i.e. pond, lake, fountain etc Book of remembrance

Green corridors Child burial area

Civic spaces

Sufficient disabled access

Semi natural greenspace Loose headstones

Garden of remembrance

Sufficient disabled access Furniture

Environmental education facilities Burial of various religions

Sufficient disabled access Sufficient disabled access

Wildlife areas Full to capacity

Water feature i.e. pond, lake, fountain etc Wildlife area

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION (please tick if present) 

only answer for the PRIMARY typology currently being assessed 

Parks and gardens Cemeteries
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Please tick 

one

Low value

If high, please provide example

Economic benefits

If high, please provide example

Cultural and heritage benefits

If high, please provide example

Amenity benefits and a sense of place 

If high, please provide example

Social inclusion and health benefits

If high, please provide example

Ecological benefits

If high, please provide example

Educational benefits

Further comments on biodiversity value if required

High value

Structural and landscape benefits

If high, please provide example

Biodiversity value 

Low value eg hard urban space

Medium value eg Sports field with good hedge boundaries and 

a line of mature trees

High value eg Local nature reserve (LNR)
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Appendix Two: List of all sites within study 
 

KKP Ref Site name Open space typology 

2 Aldwick Green Amenity greenspace 

4 Aldwick Woodland Semi / Natural greenspaces 

5 Alexander Close Woodland Semi / Natural greenspaces 

9 Allangate Estate Amenity greenspace 

10 Amberley Green Estate Amenity greenspace 

11 Amberley Green Play Area Childrens play areas 

18 Arun Leisure Centre Amenity greenspace 

20 Arun Street Garden Parks and Gardens 

21 Arundel Cemetery Cemeteries 

25 Ascot Way Play Area Childrens play areas 

26 Ascot Way POS Amenity greenspace 

28 Ashbee Gardens Play Area & POS Childrens play areas 

29 Ashbee Gardens/Ruskin Avenue POS Amenity greenspace 

30 Aubrey Fletcher Play Area Childrens play areas 

31 Avisford Rec Play, Skate and Games Area Childrens play areas 

32 Avisford Recreation Ground Amenity greenspace 

34 Banjo Road Sunken Garden Parks and Gardens 

38 Barrack Lane POS Amenity greenspace 

39 Barton Road Woodland Semi / Natural greenspaces 

43 Belyngham Crescent POS Amenity greenspace 

44 Berghestede Play and Games Area Childrens play areas 

45 Berghestede POS Amenity greenspace 

47 Berry Lane Meadow Semi / Natural greenspaces 

48 Berryfields Play Area Childrens play areas 

50 Bersted Brooks Local Nature Reserve Semi / Natural greenspaces 

54 Bersted Park Lake Semi / Natural greenspaces 

55 Bersted Park Play, Skate and Games Area Childrens play areas 

57 Bersted Village Green Amenity greenspace 

58 Bewley Road Estate Amenity greenspace 

59 Blakes Road Leisure Gardens Parks and Gardens 

63 Bluebell Play Area Childrens play areas 

64 Bognor Cemetery Cemeteries 

65 Bognor Mounds Amenity greenspace 

68 Bognor Regis War Memorial Civic spaces 

69 Botany Close Greensward Amenity greenspace 

71 Brickfield Close Play Area Childrens play areas 

72 Brickfields Play Area Childrens play areas 

73 Brickfields Recreation Ground Amenity greenspace 

76 Brookfield Adventure Play & Games Area Childrens play areas 

77 Brookfield Park Parks and Gardens 

78 Brookfield Toddler Play Area Childrens play areas 

80 Camellia Close POS Amenity greenspace 

81 Canada Road Play & Skate Area Childrens play areas 

82 Canada Road POS Amenity greenspace 

83 Capstan Drive POS Amenity greenspace 
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KKP Ref Site name Open space typology 

84 Carnation Close Play Area Childrens play areas 

87 Chalcraft Cemetery Cemeteries 

90 Chennevieres Sur Marne Parks and Gardens 

98 Clapham Common Semi / Natural greenspaces 

99 Clapham Play Area Childrens play areas 

100 Clapham POS Amenity greenspace 

106 Cootes Lane Amenity greenspace 

116 East Beach Green Amenity greenspace 

118 Eastfields Amenity greenspace 

119 Eldon Way BMX Track Childrens play areas 

120 Eldon Way Play  & Games Area Childrens play areas 

121 Eldon Way POS Amenity greenspace 

123 Ellis Close Play Area Childrens play areas 

127 Farnhurst Play Area Childrens play areas 

129 Felpham Greensward Amenity greenspace 

130 Felpham Rec Play Area Childrens play areas 

131 Felpham Recreation Ground Amenity greenspace 

132 Felpham Way POS Amenity greenspace 

133 Ferring Village Green Amenity greenspace 

134 Ferring Village Green Play and Games Area Childrens play areas 

136 Findon Cemetery Cemeteries 

137 Findon Play Area Childrens play areas 

138 Findon Recreation Ground Amenity greenspace 

139 Findon Village Green Amenity greenspace 

140 Fir Tree Way Play Area Childrens play areas 

141 Fish Lane Woodland & Chawkmare Coppice Semi / Natural greenspaces 

145 Flansham Lane Play Area Childrens play areas 

146 Flansham Lane POS Amenity greenspace 

148 Fletcher Way Play Area Childrens play areas 

151 Ford Road POS Amenity greenspace 

153 Foxglove Close Play Area Childrens play areas 

160 Glebelands Recreation Ground Amenity greenspace 

162 Gloucester Road Gardens Parks and Gardens 

163 Goldcrest Avenue Play Area Childrens play areas 

164 Goldcrest Avenue POS Amenity greenspace 

172 Guildford Road Play Area Childrens play areas 

174 Hampshire Avenue Rec Play Area Childrens play areas 

175 Hampshire Avenue Recreation Ground Amenity greenspace 

180 Hawthorn Road Recreation Ground Amenity greenspace 

183 Hedge End Woodland Semi / Natural greenspaces 

184 Hedgehog Hollow Play Area Childrens play areas 

185 Helyers Green Amenity greenspace 

186 Heo Green Amenity greenspace 

187 Heo Green Play Area Childrens play areas 

190 Heringtons Field Amenity greenspace 

192 Highdown Drive POS Amenity greenspace 
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KKP Ref Site name Open space typology 

193 Highfields Play Area Childrens play areas 

194 Holly Court Play Area Childrens play areas 

195 Hollyhock Way POS Amenity greenspace 

196 Holmdale Play Area Childrens play areas 

198 Homefield Crescent Amenity greenspace 

200 Hopgarton Woodland Semi / Natural greenspaces 

204 Hotham Conservation Area & Discovery Gdn Semi / Natural greenspaces 

205 Hotham Park Parks and Gardens 

207 Hotham Park Play Area Childrens play areas 

210 Hothamton Play Area Childrens play areas 

211 Hothamton Sunken Garden & Rockery Parks and Gardens 

214 Howard Road Allotments Allotments 

215 Hunters Mews Play Area Childrens play areas 

216 Hunters Mews POS Amenity greenspace 

219 Jay's Meadow Semi / Natural greenspaces 

222 Jubilee Gardens Parks and Gardens 

224 Kew Gardens Play Area Childrens play areas 

225 Keystone Centre Amenity greenspace 

227 King George V  Rec Play and Games Area Childrens play areas 

228 King George V Recreation Ground Amenity greenspace 

230 Kingfisher Drive West Play Area Childrens play areas 

232 Laburnum Recreation Ground Amenity greenspace 

233 Ladybrook Orchard Semi / Natural greenspaces 

235 Langmead Recreation Ground Amenity greenspace 

236 Larksfield Rec Extension Amenity greenspace 

237 Larksfield Rec Play and Skate Area Childrens play areas 

238 Larksfield Recreation Ground Amenity greenspace 

240 Lashmar Rec Play and Skate & Games Area Childrens play areas 

241 Lashmar Recreation Ground Amenity greenspace 

244 Lewis Lane Embankment Semi / Natural greenspaces 

246 Lime Avenue Play Area Childrens play areas 

247 Lime Avenue POS Amenity greenspace 

248 Linden Park Rec Play, Skate & Games Area Childrens play areas 

249 Linden Park Recreation Ground Amenity greenspace 

251 Linnet Close East Play Area Childrens play areas 

252 Linnet Close East POS Amenity greenspace 

253 Linnet Close West Play Area Childrens play areas 

254 Linnet Close West POS Amenity greenspace 

255 Lions Den Play Area Childrens play areas 

256 Little Twitten Recreation Ground Amenity greenspace 

257 Littlehampton Cemetery Cemeteries 

258 Littlehampton Swimming Pool Amenity greenspace 

259 Littlehampton Town Sq & River Road Shrub Civic spaces 

260 Littlehampton War Memorial Civic spaces 

262 Lobs Wood Semi / Natural greenspaces 

265 Longbrook Park & Sea Road POS Amenity greenspace 

266 Longbrook Park Play Area Childrens play areas 
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KKP Ref Site name Open space typology 

267 Longships POS Amenity greenspace 

273 Mallon Dene Greensward & POS Amenity greenspace 

274 Maltravers Leisure Gardens Parks and Gardens 

277 Maple Gardens Play Area Childrens play areas 

278 Marina Gardens Parks and Gardens 

279 Marine Drive West & Silverston Avenue Amenity greenspace 

280 Marine Park Gardens Parks and Gardens 

283 Marshall Close Amenity greenspace 

284 Marshall Close Play Area Childrens play areas 

286 May Close Play Area Childrens play areas 

287 May Close POS Amenity greenspace 

289 Meadow Way Amenity greenspace 

290 Meadsway Amenity greenspace 

292 Mewsbrook Park & Ruby Gardens Parks and Gardens 

293 Mewsbrook Park Play Area Childrens play areas 

294 Middle Mead POS Amenity greenspace 

296 Mill Pond Way Play Area Childrens play areas 

298 Mill Road Play Area Childrens play areas 

300 Millberry Wood Semi / Natural greenspaces 

302 Monterey Gardens Play Area Childrens play areas 

308 Nineveh Gardens Parks and Gardens 

309 Norfolk Leisure Gardens Parks and Gardens 

312 Northcliffe Road POS Amenity greenspace 

313 Northfields Amenity greenspace 

316 Old Rectory Gardens Parks and Gardens 

317 Old Rectory Gardens Woodland Semi / Natural greenspaces 

323 Overstrand Avenue Greensward Amenity greenspace 

324 Oyster Pond Parks and Gardens 

327 Palmer Road Recreation Ground Amenity greenspace 

328 Palmer Road Recreation Play & Games Area Childrens play areas 

334 Priestley Way Amenity greenspace 

337 Queens Field Recreation Ground Amenity greenspace 

338 Queens Field Recreation Play and Games 
Area 

Childrens play areas 

344 Rock Gardens Parks and Gardens 

345 Rock Gardens Play and Skate Area Childrens play areas 

347 Roman Fields Play Area Childrens play areas 

349 Rose Green Play Area Childrens play areas 

350 Rose Green POS Amenity greenspace 

354 Rowan Way POS Amenity greenspace 

355 Rowan Way South Amenity greenspace 

358 Sea Avenue Greensward Amenity greenspace 

359 Sea Road Promenade Civic spaces 

360 Sea Road Skate Park Childrens play areas 

369 South Bersted Church Yard Cemeteries 

370 Southfields Recreation Ground Amenity greenspace 

371 Southfields Recreation Play and Games Area Childrens play areas 
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KKP Ref Site name Open space typology 

374 Sproule Close Play Area Childrens play areas 

379 St. Mary's Church Yard East Preston Cemeteries 

380 St. Marys Church Yard Littlehampton Cemeteries 

381 St. Nicholas Church Yard Arundel Cemeteries 

382 St. Nicholas Church Yard Middleton Cemeteries 

383 St. Richards Road & Ivy Lane Amenity greenspace 

384 St. Winefrides Road Shrubs Amenity greenspace 

389 Sunken Lane Amenity greenspace 

392 Swansea Gardens Parks and Gardens 

398 The Cedars Play Area Childrens play areas 

402 The Faroes / Capstan Drive POS Amenity greenspace 

403 The Faroes POS Amenity greenspace 

406 The Haven POS Amenity greenspace 

411 The Oaks Play Area Childrens play areas 

414 The Paddock POS Amenity greenspace 

415 The Pines Semi / Natural greenspaces 

416 The Square ( War Memorial) Civic spaces 

417 The Steyne Gardens Parks and Gardens 

419 The Whapple POS Amenity greenspace 

420 Toddington Park POS Amenity greenspace 

422 Trinity Way Play Area Childrens play areas 

425 Water Lane Play Area Childrens play areas 

426 Water Lane POS Amenity greenspace 

427 Waterloo Square Gardens Parks and Gardens 

428 West Beach Local Nature Reserve Semi / Natural greenspaces 

429 West Green Car Park Amenity greenspace 

430 West Park Parks and Gardens 

432 West Park Play Area Childrens play areas 

434 Western Road Parks and Gardens 

435 Westfields Amenity greenspace 

441 Wick Green POS (Dog Walk) Amenity greenspace 

445 Willows Edge Play Area Childrens play areas 

446 Willows Edge POS Amenity greenspace 

447 Wills Close Play Area Childrens play areas 

448 Windward Close POS Amenity greenspace 

452 Wooldridge Walk POS Amenity greenspace 

453 Worms Wood Semi / Natural greenspaces 

454 Worthing Road Recreation Ground Amenity greenspace 

455 Worthing Road Recreation Play and Games Childrens play areas 

456 Amberley Drive Allotments Allotments 

457 Sandringham Way/Gravits Lane Allotments 

458 Chichester Road Allotments 

459 Brooks Lane Allotments 

460 Hook Lane Allotments 

461 Felpham Way Allotments 1 Allotments 

462 Felpham Way Allotments 2 Allotments 

463 Hobbs Allotments Allotments 
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KKP Ref Site name Open space typology 

464 Yapton Allotments Allotments 

465 Priory Road Allotments Allotments 

466 Fitzalan Road Allotments Allotments 

467 Fort Road Allotments Allotments 

468 Trinidad Allotments Allotments 

469 Mill Lane Allotments 

470 Worthing Road, Littlehampton Allotments 

471 Penfold Lane  Allotments 

472 Conbar Avenue Allotments 

473 Worthing Road, Rustington Allotments 

474 Roundstone Drive Allotments 

475 Honey Lane Allotments Allotments 

476 Henty Arms Allotments Allotments 

477 Findon Allotments Allotments 

478 The Nurseries Allotments 

479 King George V Playing Field Amenity greenspace 

480 Queens Golden Jubilee Play Area Childrens play areas 

481 Station Square Civic spaces 

482 East Bank, Littlehampton Civic spaces 

483 Bognor Regis Promenade Civic spaces 

484 St Thomas a Beckett Church, Pagham  Cemeteries 

485 St Wilfrid Church Cemeteries 

486 St Mary's Felpham Cemeteries 

487 Holy Cross, North Berstead Cemeteries 

488 St Richards Church, Aldwick Cemeteries 

489 St Marys the Virgin Church, Barnham Cemeteries 

490 St Georges Church, Eastergate Cemeteries 

491 Shrubbs Field Amenity greenspace 

492 Shrubbs Field Play Area Childrens play areas 

493 Nepcote Green  Amenity greenspace 

494 Village Pond and Green Sea Lane MOS Amenity greenspace 

495 Woodlands Recreation Ground Amenity greenspace 

496 Woodlands Recreation, West Sussex Ground Childrens play areas 

497 Community Garden next to Rustington 76-78 
The street, Rustington 

Amenity greenspace 

498 The Duck Pond, Aldwick Road Semi / Natural greenspaces 

499 Murrells Field, Barnham Amenity greenspace 

500 Murrells Field Play Area Childrens play areas 

501 Warren Recreation Field Amenity greenspace 

502 Warren Recreation Play Area Childrens play areas 

503 Stempswood Way Amenity greenspace 

504 Nursery Close Amenity greenspace 

505 Fairhurst Road Amenity greenspace 

508 Eastergate Sports Field Amenity greenspace 

509 Eastergate Sports Field Play Area Childrens play areas 

510 St Mary Magdalene, Lyminster  Cemeteries 

511 The Cloisters Play Area Childrens play areas 
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512 St Mary C of E Church, Yapton Cemeteries 

513 Walberton Church Cemeteries 

514 St Catherine's Church, Littlehampton Cemeteries 

515 St Mary, Climping Cemeteries 

516 St Andrew by-the-Ford Cemeteries 

517 Walberton Recreation Field  Amenity greenspace 

518 Walberton Rec Play Area Childrens play areas 

519 Beach Road Amenity greenspace 

520 St Margaret's Church, Angmering Cemeteries 

521 Fletcher's Field Amenity greenspace 

522 Bramley Green Park Amenity greenspace 

523 Bramley Green Park Play Area Childrens play areas 

524 Rosemead Open Space Amenity greenspace 

525 Rosemead Play Area Childrens play areas 

526 Oliver's Meadow Recreation Field Amenity greenspace 

527 Oliver's Meadow Play Area Childrens play areas 

528 Jubilee Field, Bersted Amenity greenspace 

529 Jubilee Field Play Area, Bersted Childrens play areas 

530 Slindon Recreation Ground Amenity greenspace 

531 Top Playing Field Play Area, Slindon Childrens play areas 

532 St Mary's, Slindon Cemeteries 

533 St Richards, Slindon Cemeteries 

534 St Mary's, Burpham Cemeteries 

535 St Nicholas, Poling Cemeteries 

536 Pagham Play Area Childrens play areas 

537 Mayflower Park Amenity greenspace 

538 Mayflower Park Play Area and Skate Park Childrens play areas 

539 St John the Baptist, Findon Cemeteries 

 
 
 




